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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The global climate change phenomenon, which is caused mainly by the discharge of CO$_2$ into the atmosphere, has attracted more and more attention.$^{1,2}$ Some research results reveal that the concentration of CO$_2$ in the atmosphere has increased from about 310 ppm to over 380 ppm during the last half century.$^3$

According to a report from the U.S. Department of State,$^4$ the total annual amount of U.S. CO$_2$ emissions will increase by 17 percent every year between 2000 and 2020 to an absolute level of 6,843 million tons. The estimated level of U.S. CO$_2$ emissions from fossil fuel combustion for the year 2020 is 6,447 million tons. Of this total amount, about 94% is from the combustion of carbon-based fossil fuels.$^5$ Moreover, the energy requirement is increasing every day both in the United States and in other countries. Therefore, we can expect the amount of CO$_2$ emissions to keep increasing in the near future. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) issued a carbon sequestration program in 2009 aiming to achieve 90% CO$_2$ capture at an increase in the cost of electricity of no more than 35% by 2020.$^6$

Many techniques have been adopted to try to resolve the CO$_2$ emission issue. The main methods include strategies of separating and sequestering CO$_2$ into oceans, terrestrial ecosystems, or geologic formations and capturing CO$_2$ from energy systems.$^7$ The separation methods are relatively more mature and more economical than the sequestration strategies considering the relatively lower cost of equipment and the recycling uses of captured CO$_2$.

The conventional way for removal of CO$_2$ from flue gas is to use some basic solid or solvent to capture the CO$_2$, which is a somewhat acidic gas. Hughes et al.$^8$ studied \textit{in-situ} CO$_2$ capture using CaO to react with CO$_2$ at about 700 °C. The prod-
uct CaCO₃ could be regenerated to CaO by providing heat from a secondary fuel. Obviously, this in-situ method will consume a huge amount of energy. Another commercial process to remove CO₂ is using monoethanoamine (MEA) solvent to absorb CO₂ gas. Low CO₂ capacity and high energy cost for the MEA solvent regeneration reflect the necessity of further improvement for this technology.⁹ Yeh et al.¹⁰ used aqueous ammonia instead of amine solvent to absorb CO₂ gas. The results showed this method saved about 60% of the energy required in the MEA method. However, the energy consumption is still unsatisfactory and the byproduct ammonia bicarbonate has an uncertain market. Recently, some scientists used MCM-41 modified with polyethylenimine (PEI) as an adsorbent to capture CO₂ gas. Although this composite material has a higher CO₂ capacity than either the MCM-41 or PEI alone, the absolute CO₂ capacity of the composite material is still very low.¹¹ Moreover, it takes a long time to regenerate the composite material.

As discussed above, the acid-base chemical reactions between CO₂ and a solvent or solid do not make it easy to reuse the absorbents or the CO₂ gas after reaction. In contrast, physisorption between certain adsorbents and CO₂ could allow conveniently reversible processes to capture the CO₂ gas. The adsorbents can be repeatedly used after regeneration. Moreover, the CO₂ gas, which might be converted into fuel through solar energy according to one study,¹² can be stored and used as well.

A considerable amount of research has been done on separating CO₂ gas by using physisorption processes. Activated carbon, carbon molecular sieves, and zeolites have been extensively studied as adsorbents for CO₂ gas.¹³–¹⁶ The common shortfalls for these traditional adsorbents are either low capacities or difficult regeneration processes.

It is clear that physisorption can be an effective and economical method to separate CO₂ from the flue gas of power plants. However, the key is to improve the
CO₂ capacities of the adsorbents and to make them easier to regenerate. Rather than limiting interest on modifying the traditional adsorbents, this dissertation focusses on exploring novel adsorbents to capture CO₂ from flue gas. The novel adsorbents should have large CO₂ capacities at sub-atmospheric pressures. The CO₂ adsorption processes should be reversible and should have fast rates. The novel adsorbents should also have repeatable performance and good selectivity toward CO₂ over other species in the flue gas.

Some results have indicated that metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) might become promising adsorbents for CO₂ separation.\textsuperscript{17–21} Metal-organic frameworks, also known as coordination networks or coordination polymers, are novel materials constructed by coordinate bonds between multi-dentate ligands and metal atoms or small metal-containing clusters (referred to as secondary building units or SBU). Most of the MOF materials have 3D structures incorporating uniform pores and a network of channels. The integrity of these pores and channels can be retained after careful removal of the guest species that have filled them. The remaining voids within the 3D structures then can adsorb other guest molecules.\textsuperscript{2} The structure of a typical MOF, Zn₄O (O₂C-C₆H₄-CO₂)₃, which is also known as IRMOF-1, is constructed with zinc atoms as metal centers and terephthalic acid molecules as ligands. The central cavity formed by the metal centers and ligands is much larger compared with other adsorbents and is essential for gas storage.\textsuperscript{2}

Considerable effort has been expended on the synthesis of MOF materials in the last several years.\textsuperscript{22,23} They are synthesized mainly by hydrothermal or solvothermal methods. The state of the art is in the choice of metal centers and design and synthesis of ligands. Different combinations of metal centers and ligands based on rational design ideas will generate MOF materials with various structures and properties. Besides large surface areas and pore volumes, many MOF materials are well known to have unsaturated metal centers (UMCs)\textsuperscript{24,25} within their 3D structures.
which can offer extra binding sites to the guest molecules.\textsuperscript{26, 27}

In the part of this dissertation on MOF research, we will first identify some of the best MOF candidates that have the highest carbon dioxide capacities at our point of interest. Then, we will understand carbon dioxide adsorption kinetics and some important factors that may affect carbon dioxide adsorption, including preloaded water and coexisting acid gases. The first part of this dissertation, on MOF research, includes chapters 2 to 4.

Also as part of this dissertation, some thermodynamic properties of gas adsorption in carbon nanopores in the Henry’s law region are calculated and compared for pores with different geometries and numbers of wall layers. Relationships are developed for the estimation of pore diameters where maximum isosteric heats of adsorption occur for gas molecules adsorbed in carbon nanopores. Number of wall layer effects and accessibility of pores are also investigated. The second part of this dissertation, on adsorption thermodynamic properties research, includes chapters 5 to 7.

The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we screen out several promising MOFs from about 30 candidates based on their carbon dioxide capacities at our point of interest (POI), which is 0.1 atm and 100 °F. The CO\textsubscript{2} partial pressure in flue gas is approximately 0.1 atm, and 100 °F (37.8 °C) represents a cooled flue gas. Average isosteric heats of adsorption are also obtained from the MOF’s carbon dioxide isotherm data.

In Chapter 3, we use a concentration swing frequency response (CSFR) method to study carbon dioxide adsorption rates for two MOF candidates, HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC, which were selected based on the results in Chapter 2. Results for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets with different thicknesses are obtained and analyzed to proposed a mass transfer mechanism for carbon dioxide adsorption in these two MOFs.
In Chapter 4, we measure adsorption equilibrium for carbon dioxide, water vapor, and their mixture for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC pellets and compare results with those for some benchmark zeolite pellets. The preloaded water effects on carbon dioxide adsorption for the three MOFs are studied and compared with NaX and 5A zeolites. Ni/DOBDC is proposed as a promising candidate for capturing carbon dioxide from flue gas because it can maintain a significant carbon dioxide capacity at moderate water loadings and has desirable stability properties.

In Chapter 5, we calculate the isosteric heats of adsorption for six gases adsorbed in carbon nanopores with slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries in the Henry’s law region. Maximum isosteric heats of adsorption are found at certain pore size for pores for all of the three geometries. General plots are generated to predict pore diameters at which maximum isosteric heats of adsorption occur for non-polar or weakly polar molecules adsorbed in carbon nanopores. Surface mean curvature is related to the isosteric heat of adsorption for gas molecules adsorbed in carbon nanopores.

In Chapter 6, we extend the study in the previous chapter to carbon nanopores with multilayer walls. A simple summation method is used to derive the external wall potentials for pores with multilayer walls based on the single layer external wall potential. Contributions to the maximum isosteric heat of adsorption from individual layers of wall are studied and compared. Henry’s law constants are also calculated for several gas molecules and compared with results in the literature. An accessible pore volume is adopted to replace the absolute void volume in order to avoid negative Henry’s law constant at high temperatures.

In Chapter 7, we investigate the accessible pore volume in gas adsorption. Accessible pore radius is calculated as a function of pore radius for gas adsorbed in carbon nanopores with different geometries and numbers of wall layers. A superposition effect is found that can help improve the accessibility of pores when reducing
the pore radii. The different accessible pore radii found for pores with different geometries at fixed pore size is attributed to the different surface mean curvatures. The effect of number of wall layers on the accessible pore radius is studied as well.

In Chapter 8, we draw conclusions from this research and provide some recommendations for possible extensions of the current work.

In Appendix A, we present data on the hydrothermal stabilities of two MOFs in the DOBDC series. Carbon dioxide isotherms are compared for Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC samples before and after steaming and aging processes. Ni/DOBDC is found to be more stable than Mg/DOBDC although it has a smaller carbon dioxide capacity at 0.1 atm.

In Appendix B, we present data on the use of pyridine to modify the surface of Ni/DOBDC in order to reduce its hydrophilicity. Surface area and pore volume for the pyridine modified Ni/DOBDC is characterized, and the effects of pyridine modification on carbon dioxide and water adsorption in Ni/DOBDC are examined. The selectivity between water and carbon dioxide is calculated for pyridine modified Ni/DOBDC and compared with that of the unmodified Ni/DOBDC.
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2.1 Introduction

MOF materials are widely regarded as promising candidates for applications in catalysis, separation, and gas storage because of their large surface areas and pore volumes. Compared with conventional microporous inorganic materials such as zeolites, MOF materials have more flexible and rational design possibilities through the control of metal centers and ligands. Recently, research on the ability of MOF materials to support permanent porosity in the absence of solvent molecules has made significant progress. This progress is leading MOF materials to practical applications as adsorbents.

Pure CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption equilibrium measurement on MOF materials is the most fundamental step for their application as CO\textsubscript{2} adsorbents. Given the large number of possible pairs of metal atoms and linkers, there is an almost unlimited number of MOFs that could be synthesized. Therefore, screening and understanding of the fundamental structure/function relationships are very important for CO\textsubscript{2} capture using MOFs.

Several studies have been published recently on CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption in MOFs. Millward et al.\textsuperscript{3} studied saturated CO\textsubscript{2} capacities at room temperature and 42 bar for 10 MOF materials. Their saturated CO\textsubscript{2} capacities are generally larger than those of traditional zeolites mainly due to larger surface areas and pore volumes of the MOF materials. Dietzel et al.\textsuperscript{4} studied CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption in Ni/DOBDC and found that CO\textsubscript{2} coordinated to unsaturated nickel sites gives rise to high CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at sub-atmospheric pressures and ambient temperatures. Liang et al.\textsuperscript{5} investigated the
potential of using CuBTC (HKUST-1) to selectively separate CO$_2$ from N$_2$ and CH$_4$. They obtained a four fold increase in working capacity for CO$_2$ adsorption in CuBTC compared to zeolite 13X over the same pressure range. In addition, they found that the selectivities of CO$_2$/N$_2$ and CO$_2$/CH$_4$ increased with an increase in pressures.

The CO$_2$ adsorption process in some MOF materials is fully reversible, which is desirable for pressure swing adsorption (PSA), a promising process that can be used to separate CO$_2$ from flue gases. However, because the CO$_2$ partial pressures in flue gases are usually well below 1 bar, it is of greater importance to understand CO$_2$ adsorption in MOF materials in the sub-atmospheric pressure region than at high pressures.

2.2 Experimental Section

MOF samples were synthesized through solvothermal methods by our collaborators at UOP, LLC (Des Plaines, Illinois) and the University of Michigan following procedures in the literature. Metal salts and organic linkers were added to a solution composed of water and organic solvents at various ratios. The mixtures then were placed into either a glass jar or a Parr reactor and held for certain amounts of time at preset temperatures to produce different MOF samples. Before drying samples, solvent exchange procedures were usually conducted to help remove residual solvents and enhance surface areas of the MOFs.

Pure CO$_2$ adsorption equilibrium measurements were conducted using a gravimetric system, either a Cahn balance or a Rubotherm balance. The gravimetric method is a quite direct way to measure the adsorption equilibrium. The change of sample weight and the corresponding pressure are recorded to calculate the adsorption capacities. A schematic diagram of the Cahn system (Cahn D-200 balance, accuracy 0.01 mg) is shown in Fig. 2.1. A schematic diagram of the Rubotherm system (Rubotherm balance, accuracy 1 µg) is shown in Fig. 2.2. The Cahn system is oper-
ated manually and limited to sub-atmospheric pressure measurements. In contrast, the Rubotherm system is automated and able to measure adsorption equilibrium at high pressures due to its isolated electromagnetic balance system and stainless steel measuring cell.

CO$_2$ isotherms were measured at three different temperatures, 25 °C, 100 °F (37.8 °C), and 50 °C for about 30 MOFs. A point of interest (POI) of 0.1 atm, 100 °F was selected for CO$_2$ adsorption testing. Results of some zeolite samples have also been included for comparison purposes, even though these would not be effective for removing CO$_2$ from flue gas because of strong water adsorption.

All of the adsorbents were regenerated before isotherm measurements. The MOF samples were regenerated at preset temperatures which are typically set by stability considerations. The regeneration conditions are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Mg/DOBDC case study

As an example, CO$_2$ isotherms at three different temperatures for Mg/DOBDC powder are displayed in Fig. 2.3. The isotherms are typical type I isotherms which indicate strong interactions between the Mg/DOBDC structure and CO$_2$ molecules even in the sub-atmospheric pressure range. The CO$_2$ adsorption capacity at the POI is 4.93 mol/kg. A multi-temperature Toth equation fits the CO$_2$ isotherms in Fig. 2.3 very well.\(^\text{10}\)

Isosteres were obtained from points interpolated from Fig. 2.3 and are displayed in Fig. 2.4. The isosteric heats of adsorption at different loadings were calculated and are summarized in Table 2.2. The average heat of adsorption is 51.6 kJ/mol. The CO$_2$ capacity at the POI for Mg/DOBDC powder is large, which can be ascribed to the unsaturated metal centers (UMCs) in its crystal structure.\(^\text{11}\) The strong interactions between CO$_2$ molecules and the UMCs is consistent with the large
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of Cahn gravimetric system for pure CO$_2$ isotherm measurements.
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of Rubotherm gravimetric system for pure CO$_2$ isotherm measurements.
### Table 2.1: Summary of regeneration conditions for adsorbents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>Regeneration Condition</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg/DOBDC p</td>
<td>200 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg/DOBDC pt</td>
<td>200 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A powder</td>
<td>400 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 3h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC p</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 6h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC extruded</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 6h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC s p</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 6h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC pt</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 6h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A pellet</td>
<td>400 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 3h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC s pt</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 6h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/DOBDC</td>
<td>125 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 8h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicalite</td>
<td>400 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 3h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKUST-1 (CuBTC)</td>
<td>150 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-74 (Zn/DOBDC)</td>
<td>125 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold HKUST-1 pt</td>
<td>170 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 8h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKUST-1 BASF</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 8h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MIL-110</td>
<td>85 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 5h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-101</td>
<td>200 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb-MOF-76</td>
<td>125 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 5h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga-MIL-68</td>
<td>150 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 8h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53 (cal)</td>
<td>125 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53</td>
<td>230 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Y-MOF</td>
<td>125 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRMOF-1</td>
<td>200 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn BDC-DABCO</td>
<td>125 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 6h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8-T</td>
<td>260 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8-P</td>
<td>260 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La-PDA</td>
<td>125 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAsolite Z1200</td>
<td>300 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 8h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMC-1</td>
<td>75 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 5h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-bpe</td>
<td>85 °C + high Vac (1 × 10 (^{-7}) mbar), 5h</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-MAMS-1</td>
<td>200 °C + helium + Vac (1 × 10 (^{-4}) mbar), 12h</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* s denotes steamed; p denotes powder; pt denotes pellet; s p denotes steamed powder; s pt denotes steamed pellet; cal denotes calcined; Vac denotes vacuum.
Figure 2.3: Gravimetric CO$_2$ capacities for Mg/DOBDC powder at different temperatures. Data points are shown. Curves are multi-temperature Toth equation fits.
Table 2.2: Isosteric heats of adsorption for Mg/DOBDC powder at different loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Loadings (mol/kg)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg/DOBDC p</td>
<td>n = 4.0</td>
<td>53.24 kJ/mol</td>
<td>52.29 kJ/mol</td>
<td>49.33 kJ/mol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p denotes powder.

The isosteric heat of adsorption. However, because of the less steep isotherm slope at low loadings, Mg/DOBDC can be regenerated at a much lower temperature than a conventional zeolite.

Screening MOF candidates

Following a similar procedure, we measured CO$_2$ isotherms at three different temperatures for all other MOF candidates. The results, including some results for zeolites, are summarized in a bar graph shown in Fig. 2.5. The MOF samples are sorted in decreasing order of their CO$_2$ capacities at the POI. We did not find any general correlation between the sequence of CO$_2$ capacities at the POI for the MOF samples and their surface areas or pore volumes.

The average isosteric heats of adsorption that were determined from the isotherm data are summarized in Fig. 2.6. The average heats of adsorption for the MOFs samples are found to follow a trend similar to the CO$_2$ capacities at the POI with some exceptions, such as Ni-bpe. Actually, some research has shown that the H$_2$ capacity of the IRMOF series materials can be correlated with the heat of adsorption at low pressure, the surface area at intermediate pressure, and the free volume at high pressure.$^{12}$

CO$_2$ capacity and average isosteric heat of adsorption results for all the absorbents at 0.1 atm CO$_2$, 100 °F are summarized in Table 2.3 in order of decreasing CO$_2$ capacity at the POI.

Our collaborators at Northwestern University used Monte Carlo molecular
Figure 2.4: Isosteres of CO$_2$ adsorption by Mg/DOBDC powder at different loadings. Points have been interpolated from Fig. 2.3, and the lines are linear fit.
simulation to screen out the best MOF candidates for CO$_2$ adsorption in the low pressure region.$^8$ They used the MuSic code$^{13}$ to simulate CO$_2$ isotherms for many different MOFs. As expected, UMCs play a key role in CO$_2$ adsorption due to their coordination interactions with CO$_2$ molecules.

The DOBDC series of MOFs with UMCs are found to be the best MOF candidates for CO$_2$ adsorption in the low pressure range. The MOF structure units of the DOBDC series are constructed with metal centers (Zn, Ni, Co, Mg) and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid molecules. Both the aryloxide and carboxylate moieties in the 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid molecules act as ligands to the metals. The DOBDC-series MOF structure units have 1D pores with a uniform pore size of 11 Å after the removal of solvent molecules.$^{14}$

Based on the isotherm data, we found that the DOBDC-series MOFs with different metal centers have quite different CO$_2$ capacities at the POI. Metal substitution in the DOBDC series can impact the CO$_2$ capacity significantly.$^{11}$ In order to exclude the difference in molecular weights for different metal atoms, CO$_2$ isotherms for DOBDC-series MOFs are plotted in Fig. 2.7 based on per metal atom. It is clear that Mg/DOBDC has the highest per atom-based CO$_2$ capacity at the POI, which is about 0.58 CO$_2$ molecule. The per atom-based CO$_2$ capacities at the POI for Ni/DOBDC, Co/DOBDC, and Zn/DOBDC are 0.41, 0.29, and 0.07 CO$_2$ molecule, respectively. This metal substitution effect may be caused by the difference in the ionic character of the metal-oxide bonds in the DOBDC-series MOFs.$^8,^{15}$
Figure 2.5: Summary of the CO$_2$ capacities at the POI for all samples that we have considered (s denotes steamed; p denotes powder; pt denotes pellet; s p denotes steamed powder; s pt denotes steamed pellet).
Figure 2.6: Summary of the average isosteric heats of adsorption for all samples that we have considered (s denotes steamed; p denotes powder; pt denotes pellet; s p denotes steamed powder; s pt denotes steamed pellet).
Table 2.3: Summary of CO$_2$ capacity and average isosteric heat of adsorption results at 100 °F and 0.1 atm CO$_2$ for adsorbents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>Loading (mol/kg)</th>
<th>Average $-\Delta H$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg/DOBDC p</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg/DOBDC pt</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A powder</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC p</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC extruded</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC s p</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC pt</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A pellet</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC s pt</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/DOBDC</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicalite</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKUST-1 (CuBTC)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-74 (Zn/DOBDC)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold HKUST-1 pt</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKUST-1 BASF</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-MIL-110</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-101</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb-MOF-76</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga-MIL-68</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53 (cal)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-53</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Y-MOF</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRMOF-1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn BDC-DABCO</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8-T</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIF-8-P</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La-PDA</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA solite Z1200</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMCM-1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-bpe</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>Rubotherm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-MAMS-1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>Cahn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* s denotes steamed; p denotes powder; pt denotes pellet; s p denotes steamed powder; s pt denotes steamed pellet; cal denotes calcined.
Figure 2.7: CO$_2$ isotherms for DOBDC-series MOFs at 100 °F based on per metal atom.
2.4 Conclusions

About 30 MOF samples were screened for \( \text{CO}_2 \) adsorption at sub-atmospheric pressures and 100 °F using a gravimetric method. We found no correlation between \( \text{CO}_2 \) capacity of a MOF sample and its surface area or pore volume. \( \text{CO}_2 \) capacities at the POI for most of the MOFs considered follow a similar trend to the average isosteric heats of adsorption with high capacity corresponding to high heat of adsorption. The DOBDC series of MOFs with UMCs in their structures are very good for \( \text{CO}_2 \) adsorption, especially in the low pressure range, because UMCs offer extra adsorption sites for \( \text{CO}_2 \) adsorption and enhance the heat of adsorption.
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CHAPTER III

CO₂ ADSORPTION RATE STUDY FOR MOF PELLETS USING THE CONCENTRATION SWING FREQUENCY RESPONSE METHOD

3.1 Introduction

Physical adsorption at a surface is generally so fast that in a porous adsorbent the overall rate of adsorption is controlled by mass or heat transfer resistances, instead of the intrinsic adsorption kinetics. Therefore, an understanding of the mass transfer resistance is important for the design of an isothermal adsorption process.

Besides equilibrium studies on CO₂ adsorption in MOFs, we have investigated rates of CO₂ adsorption in MOF materials for practical industrial applications. Some prior research work has been done on this topic. Bracia et al. obtained an intracrystalline diffusivity for CO₂ adsorption in MOF-508b by fitting breakthrough data. Babarao et al. calculated the self, corrected, and transport diffusivities for CO₂ adsorption in IRMOF-1 using molecular dynamics simulation. Based on their results the self-diffusivity of CO₂ in IRMOF-1 is several times higher than in silicalite (MFI). Yang et al. also obtained similar self-diffusivities for CO₂ adsorption in several MOFs with large pores. Liu et al. found that the self-diffusivities of CO₂ in ZIF-68 and ZIF-69 are one order of magnitude smaller than for MOFs with large pores because of steric hindrance caused by narrow pores in the structures of the ZIF materials. Zhao et al. measured the diffusion coefficient for CO₂ adsorption in MOF-5 using a gravimetric method and assumed that intracrystalline diffusion is the mass transfer mechanism. All of these studies help in understanding rates for CO₂ adsorption in MOF materials. Generally, self-diffusivities or intracrystalline diffusivities for CO₂ adsorption in MOFs are larger than in zeolites because of larger pores and open structures in MOF materials. It would be helpful to determine the control-
ling mass transfer mechanism directly and measure corresponding rate coefficients as compared to fitting diffusivities by pre-assuming a micropore diffusion mechanism or some other controlling resistance for CO₂ adsorption in MOFs.

The frequency response (FR) method has been widely used to investigate the kinetic behaviors of gas adsorption processes because of its capability to distinguish among different rate limiting mechanisms.⁷,⁸ The FR method is one of the most effective methods for the study of the adsorption kinetics. This method, first used by Polinski and Naphtali to study the adsorption dynamics, allows for easy probing of different mass transfer resistances as the frequency is changed.⁹

The most common means of applying the FR method is periodically varying the system volume by a slight amount, typically 1 to 2% of the total volume, and recording the pressure changes within a closed batch system. While batch systems are in the majority, more recently invented flow systems have several advantages compared with batch system FR methods, including reduction of heat transfer effects and convenience in measuring multicomponent adsorption effects.¹⁰ Flow-through frequency response methods have been explored to provide more practical advantages, such as easily implementing a wide range of frequencies, having the possibility of using large relative amplitudes, and having reduced heat effects.¹¹⁻¹³

### 3.2 FR Model and Theory

Due to the introduction of a very small perturbation in the frequency response methods, most studies have assumed isothermal conditions in the mathematical models. A simple model assuming isothermal operation and uniform gas concentration in the adsorption region will be used in our study.⁷ The total system can be divided into three parts: the inlet region, the adsorption region, and the outlet region as shown in Fig. 3.1. In our system, the outlet volume is very small and is considered negligible. Only the inlet and the adsorption region will be considered here. For pure
gas adsorption, only a one component mass balance will be considered.

For the inlet region, the material balance for the adsorbable component (component 1) is

\[
\frac{dy_{1,\text{out},V_1}}{dt} = \frac{F}{V_1} (y_{1,\text{in},V_1}(t) - y_{1,\text{out},V_1}(t))
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( V_1 \) is the volume of the inlet region, \( y_{1,\text{in}} \) and \( y_{1,\text{out}} \) are the mole fractions for component 1 in the inlet stream and outlet stream for the inlet region, and \( F \) is a constant total flow rate entering the system. Helium is component 2 and is treated as inert.

For the adsorption region, the material balance for component 1 can be written

\[
\frac{dy_{1,\text{out},V_b}}{dt} + \frac{M_b}{V_b c_0} \frac{dn_1}{dt} = \frac{F}{V_b} (y_{1,\text{in},V_b}(t) - y_{1,\text{out},V_b}(t))
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where \( V_b \) is the void volume in the adsorption bed, and \( M_b \) is the adsorbent amount.

The gas composition which enters the adsorption region is the same as that coming out from the inlet region, giving

\[ y_{1,\text{in},V_b}(t) = y_{1,\text{out},V_1}(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The adsorbed-phase concentration \( n_1 \) can be related to the gas phase concentration \( y_1 \) in a general way in the Laplace domain giving

\[ \bar{n}_1 = G_n \bar{y}_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

Substituting eq 3.3 and eq 3.4 into eq 3.2 and combining the obtained equation with eq 3.1 gives the transfer function for the total system\textsuperscript{14}

\[ G_T = \frac{\bar{y}_{1,\text{out},V_b}}{\bar{y}_{1,\text{in},V_1}} = \frac{(F/V_1)(F/V_b)}{(s + F/V_1)[s(1 + M_b/(V_b c_0) G_n) + F/V_b}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

The adsorbed-phase transfer function \( G_n \) depends only on the properties of the adsorbate, which are determined by the mass transfer mechanisms within the adsorbent particles. Our group has developed different models to describe different
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the mass balance in a FR system.
controlling mechanisms, including nanopore diffusion, a barrier resistance characterized by a linear driving force (LDF), a combined resistance model, as well as a kinetic distribution model.\(^7\)

We consider the nanopore diffusion case here as a first example. For an isothermal condition and spherical geometry, the real and imaginary parts of \(G_n\) for the nanopore diffusion model are given by\(^1^{14}\)

\[
\text{Re}[G_n(j\omega)] = 3K\frac{1}{\nu} \frac{\sinh \nu - \sin \nu}{\cosh \nu - \cos \nu},
\]

\[
\text{Im}[G_n(j\omega)] = 6K\frac{1}{\nu^2} \left[ \frac{\nu \sinh \nu + \sin \nu}{2 \cosh \nu - \cos \nu} - 1 \right] \quad (3.6)
\]

where \(\nu = \sqrt{2\omega R^2/D}\) with \(R\) being the radius of the controlling domain for nanopore diffusion, and \(K\) is the local slope of the isotherm.

If we substitute eq 3.6 into eq 3.5 and use \(s = j\omega\), where \(\omega\) is the experimental frequency, the transfer function for the total system is a complex number at each frequency. The modulus of the complex number corresponds to the amplitude ratio of the outlet and inlet gas mole fraction obtained from the experimental results. If the ratios of the experimental outlet and inlet gas mole fractions and the modulus of total transfer function agree well at every frequency, the controlling mechanism for the gas transport within the particles would be considered as nanopore diffusion.

The diffusivity term \(D/R^2\) can be determined by parameter estimation methods. If the ratios of the gas mole fraction and the modulus of transfer function do not agree well, other mass transfer controlling mechanisms can be selected to describe the gas transport.

Another familiar mass transfer mechanism for gas adsorption is macropore diffusion, which usually indicates that the main mass transfer resistance is from diffusion between intercrystal structures.\(^1^{15}\) Macropore diffusion has an analogical adsorption rate equation to micropore diffusion for the linearized models.\(^1^{15}\) Thus, they share the same adsorbed-phase transfer function \(G_n\) shown above. However, macropore dif-
fusion has a different diffusivity term from micropore diffusivity, and the diffusivity term of macropore diffusion can be related with that of the micropore diffusion by

$$\frac{D_p}{R_p^2} = \frac{D_s}{r^2}(\eta(1 + \rho_p K/\epsilon_p))$$

(3.7)

where $D_p$ is the macropore diffusivity, $R_p$ is the characteristic radius of macropore diffusion, $D_s$ is the micropore diffusivity, $r$ is the micropore radius, $\rho_p$ is the particle density (kg/m$^3$), $K$ is the local isotherm slope (m$^3$/kg), and $\epsilon_p$ is the porosity of the particle.$^{15}$ Therefore, the macropore diffusivity term can be estimated similarly as mentioned in the micropore diffusion case. A usual way to distinguish between the two diffusion resistances is to study and determine whether the mass transfer rate depends on particle size. Macropore diffusion resistance depends on particle size, whereas micropore diffusion resistance do not for formed particles.$^{15}$

### 3.3 Apparatus and Procedures

Fig. 3.2 shows the diagram of the concentration swing frequency response (CSFR) system we used to study the CO$_2$ adsorption rates in MOFs. The CO$_2$ gas was fed to the system at a mean flow rate of 1 sccm with a sinusoidal perturbation of 0.5 sccm amplitude. Simultaneously, helium was fed to the system at a mean flow rate of 49 sccm with the sinusoidal perturbation of 0.5 sccm amplitude but reversed in phase. The resulting mixtures, having a constant flow rate of 50 sccm but a sinusoidally modulated CO$_2$ concentration, were passed through a shallow adsorption bed packed with MOF pellets and were exhausted through a vacuum pump. The flow rate was controlled by a mass flow controller (MKS 1479A). The system pressure was maintained by a pressure controller (MKS 640) downstream of the adsorption bed. The inlet and outlet concentrations of CO$_2$ were analyzed by a mass spectrometer (HP 5971A), and amplitude ratios of the outlet concentration to the inlet concentration were used to extract mass transfer rates with developed mathematical models.$^{10}$
Figure 3.2: CSFR system for CO₂ adsorption rate study.
The use of a small adsorption bed makes this method suitable for the study of new materials, which may exist in small quantities. Also, the small volume helps to measure relatively fast kinetics because of less void space involved. Utilizing a small amount of adsorbent has been shown to eliminate axial dispersion effects, which results in a simpler mathematical model of the system and reduces thermal effects present in the system.8,14

Calibration and blank control experiments were conducted before all measurements. Experiments were conducted under preset CO₂ concentrations with an empty adsorption bed to calibrate the mass spectrometer. Blank control experiments were conducted under the same conditions as real measurements with the adsorption bed loaded with non-adsorbed glass beads instead of MOF samples.

3.4 Results and Discussion

In our CO₂ adsorption rate study, we examined mass transfer rates for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets both with three different thicknesses. The results for HKUST-1 pellets and Ni/DOBDC pellets are shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, respectively. The pellets are labeled as M-1, M-2 and M-3 (M = Cu for HKUST-1 and M = Ni for Ni/DOBDC) in the order of increasing thickness in these figures. Data points are from experiments and the values of the diffusivity parameter η were obtained by fitting the experimental data. Predicted curves are also included to verify the fitting results. The relative positions between experimental data points and the predicted curves change from one pellet to another, which indicates a dependency of the estimated diffusivity parameters on the pellet thickness and also shows good agreement between the predicted curves and fitting results.

The estimated diffusivity parameters for all of the HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets are summarized in Table. 3.1. The diffusivity parameters shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 are several orders of magnitude larger than we have found for some other ad-
Figure 3.3: Frequency response results for HKUST-1 pellets with different thicknesses. The pellets are labeled as Cu-1, Cu-2, and Cu-3 in the order of increasing thickness.
Figure 3.4: Frequency response results for Ni/DOBDC pellets with different thicknesses. The pellets are labeled as Ni-1, Ni-2, and Ni-3 in the order of increasing thickness.
Table 3.1: Summary of the diffusivity parameters for MOF pellets with different thicknesses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Equivalent radius (mm)</th>
<th>$\eta$-exp (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\eta$-calc (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu-1 pellet</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>$\geq 0.23$</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-2 pellet</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-3 pellet</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-1 pellet</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-2 pellet</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-3 pellet</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sorbents,$^{14,16}$ which indicates very fast rates for CO$_2$ transport in both HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets. The dependency of the measured rates on the equivalent pellet radii suggests that the mass transfer mechanism for CO$_2$ adsorption in HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets is macropore diffusion control because external film resistance is found to be much smaller than the pore diffusion resistance. The macropore diffusivity term $D_p/R_e^2$ and the diffusivity parameter $\eta$ that we obtain in our study are related by$^{15}$

$$D_p/R_e^2 = \eta (1 + \rho_p K / \epsilon_p) \quad (3.8)$$

where $D_p$ is the macropore diffusivity, $\rho_p$ is the pellet density (kg/m$^3$), $K$ is the local isotherm slope (m$^3$/kg), $\epsilon_p$ is the macropore porosity, and $R_e$ is the equivalent radius given by$^{17}$

$$R_e = 3 \times \frac{\text{volume of pellet}}{\text{surface area of pellet}} \quad (3.9)$$

The identification of macropore diffusion as the controlling resistance is consistent with the open structures of these two MOFs. Furthermore, if we replace the LHS of equation 3.8 with the bulk diffusivity term, $D_{\text{bulk}}/R_e^2 \tau$, where $D_{\text{bulk}}$ is the CO$_2$ diffusivity in He and $\tau$ is the tortuosity, we obtain diffusivity parameters that have the same order of magnitude as the diffusivity parameters estimated from our experi-
ments. This indicates that CO$_2$ molecules diffuse through the MOF pellets much like binary diffusion in the bulk gas phase, and the main resistance is diffusion through the intercrystal macropores. This is in contrast to a rate limitation dominated by diffusion in intracrystal micropores, which has previously been considered.$^{4-6}$

3.5 Conclusions

A CSFR system was used to study the CO$_2$ adsorption rate in HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets. The small adsorption bed in the system needs only a small quantity of sample and can help minimize any heat effects. Generally, CO$_2$ mass transfer rates for MOF pellets of HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC are fast. The CSFR method can distinguish among different mass transfer resistances. Macropore diffusion was determined to be the rate controlling mechanism for CO$_2$ adsorption in both HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets after comparing and analyzing results for pellets with different thicknesses.
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CHAPTER IV

H$_2$O ADSORPTION AND SIMULATED FLUE GAS CONDITIONING EFFECTS ON CO$_2$ ADSORPTION IN MOFS

4.1 Introduction

A difficulty in using traditional zeolites (5A, NaX, etc.) to capture CO$_2$ from flue gas is the adsorption of H$_2$O, which is contained in the flue gases and is strongly adsorbed on the zeolites.$^1$ In addition, the presence of a trace amount of water can significantly affect the CO$_2$ capacities of the zeolites.$^2$ Therefore, it is important to study the H$_2$O effect during the investigation of CO$_2$ adsorption in MOF materials. In a process design using a MOF or another adsorbent, it may be advantageous to utilize a guard bed to adsorb water and thereby minimize H$_2$O effects on the adsorbent targeted for CO$_2$ capture.

Most MOF materials are considered to have hydrophilic surfaces, which generally have strong interactions with H$_2$O molecules.$^3,4$ However, the H$_2$O adsorption process in some MOF materials, such as HKUST-1, is reversible and the adsorbed H$_2$O can be thoroughly removed under moderate temperatures.$^5$ Experimental and simulated room temperature H$_2$O isotherm data have been reported for HKUST-1.$^6-8$ Results have revealed some characteristics for H$_2$O adsorption in HKUST-1 but have not provided information on the effect of H$_2$O on adsorption of CO$_2$ or other gases. Yazaydin et al.$^9$ has recently reported interesting simulation and experimental results on enhancing the CO$_2$ capacities for HKUST-1 by pre-adsorbing 4 wt% H$_2$O. More research is needed to address higher loadings of water, such as those that would be encountered in capturing CO$_2$ from wet flue gas. Especially, extensive experimental studies are still needed to help better understand the H$_2$O effect on CO$_2$ capture from flue gas by using MOF materials as adsorbents.
Besides CO$_2$ and H$_2$O, typical flue gases also contain trace amounts of acid gases such as NO$_x$ and SO$_x$. Therefore, it is also necessary to investigate the impact of exposure to acid gas and moisture on CO$_2$ adsorption in MOF samples.

We selected two of the DOBDC series MOFs, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC, as well as HKUST-1 as our targets for the study of H$_2$O and simulated flue gas conditioning effects on CO$_2$ adsorption in MOFs. The DOBDC series of MOFs with UMCs are found to be the best MOF candidates for CO$_2$ adsorption in the low pressure range. Beyond the DOBDC series of MOFs, HKUST-1 (also known as CuBTC and MOF-199) has the highest CO$_2$ capacity at the POI among all other MOFs that were considered, and it is also among the most studied MOFs.

4.2 Synthesis

Most MOF materials are synthesized through solvothermal reactions. The MOF samples in our research were synthesized by our collaborators from UOP and University of Michigan. Their synthesis procedures are modified from the literature.$^{11-13}$

To make HKUST-1, copper(II) nitrate hemipentahydrate (10.0 g, 43.0 mmol, Aldrich) and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (BTC, 5.0 g, 23.8 mmol, Aldrich) were stirred for 1 h in 250 mL of solvent consisting of equal parts N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Fisher), ethanol (Fisher) and deionized water in a 1-L wide mouth glass vessel. The vessel was tightly capped and heated at 85 °C for 24 h to yield small octahedral crystals as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). After decanting the hot mother liquid and rinsing twice with DMF, the product was washed with dichloromethane (Fisher) and DMF. Then the sample was immersed in dichloromethane for 6 d, during which the dichloromethane solvent was decanted and freshly replenished twice each day. Next, the sample was dried in a hot (100 °C) nitrogen flow. Finally, the purple porous HKUST-1 sample was obtained after the residual solvent was removed at 170 °C.
under vacuum.

To synthesize Ni/DOBDC, nickel(II) acetate (18.7 g, 94.0 mmol, Aldrich) and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid (DOBDC, 37.3 g, 150 mmol, Aldrich) were placed in 1 L of mixed solvent consisting of equal parts tetrahydrofuran (THF) and deionized water. The mixture was then put into a 2 L static Parr reactor and heated at 110 °C for 3 d. The as-synthesized sample, shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), was filtered and washed with water. Then the sample was dried in air, and the solvent remaining inside the sample was exchanged with ethanol 6 times over 8 d. Finally, the sample was activated at 150 °C under vacuum with nitrogen flow.

Mg/DOBDC was synthesized as follows. Mg(NO$_3$)$_2$ • 6H$_2$O (0.475 g, 1.85 mmol, 3.31 equiv, Fisher) and DOBDC (0.111 g, 0.559 mmol, 1 equiv, Aldrich) were added to a 15:1:1 (v/v/v) mixture of DMF-ethanol-water (50 mL). The suspension was mixed and ultrasonicated until homogeneous. The reaction solution was then dispensed to five 20-mL scintillation vials. The reaction vials were capped tightly with Teflon-lined caps and placed in an oven at 125 °C. After 20 h, the samples were removed from the oven and allowed to cool to room temperature. The mother liquor was decanted from the yellow microcrystalline material and replaced with methanol (10 mL per vial). The yellow microcrystalline material was combined into one vial. The methanol was decanted and replenished four times over two days. The solvent was removed under vacuum at 250 °C over 5 hours, yielding the dark yellow microcrystalline, porous material. The activated material was stored under vacuum or under an inert atmosphere.

4.3 Adsorption Equilibrium and Conditioning Apparatus

Fig. 4.2 shows a schematic diagram of the volumetric system used in our experiments to measure the CO$_2$ and H$_2$O adsorption equilibrium. Pellet MOF samples were pressed from pure powder samples without any binder. Note that pelleting
Figure 4.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images for the MOF samples. (a) HKUST-1; (b) Ni/DOBDC.
without binder can cause about 5\% decrease in the CO$_2$ capacity for both MOF samples based on our experience. Before measurements, HKUST-1 samples were regenerated at 170 °C for 8 h under high vacuum ($1 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa) to obtain the fresh sample weight and regenerated again in-situ at 170 °C for 12 h under vacuum with helium flow. Similarly, Ni/DOBDC samples were regenerated at 150 °C for 8 h under high vacuum ($1 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa) to obtain the fresh sample weight and regenerated again in-situ at 150 °C for 12 h under vacuum with helium flow. After regeneration, gases and water vapor were introduced into the system by flow and liquid injection, respectively. These were circulated in the closed loop by the circulation pump at a rate of about 1.0 L/min. The whole apparatus was contained inside an environmental chamber (Thermotron SE-300) to keep temperature constant. Equilibrium was determined by using a gas chromatograph (GC, HP-6890) with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). In the CO$_2$/H$_2$O binary equilibrium experiments, water was first injected into the system. After reaching equilibrium, the water loadings were constant (varied ±1.2 \% of their values) through the CO$_2$ isotherm measurement processes as shown in Fig. 4.3 because of the strong interactions between the MOF structures and H$_2$O molecules. The results in Fig. 4.3 justify the procedure that we used to measure the CO$_2$/H$_2$O coadsorption by assuming that H$_2$O molecules are strongly adsorbed and essentially not affected by CO$_2$ adsorption.

Fig. 4.4 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus that used in our experiments to study the simulated flue gas conditioning effect. The simulated flue gas used in our experiment is composed of 16\% CO$_2$, 100 ppm SO$_2$, 10 ppm NO, balanced with N$_2$. Saturated water vapor at 17 °C was generated using a water sparger and added to the flow of simulated flue gas. Fixed flow rates of water vapor and simulated flue gas flow through the adsorption bed loaded with a MOF sample. CO$_2$ isotherms were measured for the same sample before and after the simulated flue gas conditioning to reveal the effects of humidity and acid gases on CO$_2$ adsorption performance.
Figure 4.2: Volumetric system for CO$_2$/H$_2$O adsorption equilibrium measurement.
Figure 4.3: H$_2$O loadings during the CO$_2$ adsorption equilibrium measurement for HKUST-1 pellet. The three dashed lines are horizontal.
Figure 4.4: Simulated flue gas conditioning apparatus.
4.4 Pure CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O Isotherms

Pure component isotherms form the basis for understanding mixture adsorption. Fig. 4.5 shows the pure CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms at 25 °C for both HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC pellets. We also include the results for 5A and NaX zeolite pellets (W. R. Grace) for comparison. As mentioned above, the partial pressures of CO\textsubscript{2} in flue gases are generally about 0.1 atm\textsuperscript{10,14} Therefore, we chose 0.1 atm and 25 °C for adsorption testing. From Fig. 4.5, it is clear that the CO\textsubscript{2} capacities for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC pellets at 0.1 atm and 25 °C are 0.55, 3.28, and 5.65 mol/kg, respectively. The CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at 80 kPa for HKUST-1 is 2.68 mol/kg, which is close to the 2.81 mol/kg reported in the literature at the same pressure\textsuperscript{15,16} The CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at 100 kPa for Mg/DOBDC is 7.62 mol/kg, which is also close to the 7.81 mol/kg reported in the literature\textsuperscript{13} However, the CO\textsubscript{2} capacity we measured for Ni/DOBDC at about 1 bar is 6.68 mol/kg. This is higher than the previously reported value of 5.77 mol/kg\textsuperscript{13} Given 48 metal atoms per unit cell for HKUST-1 and 18 for Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC, these uptake values correspond to 0.11 CO\textsubscript{2} molecules/metal atom (5.3 CO\textsubscript{2} molecules/unit cell), 0.63 CO\textsubscript{2} molecules/metal atom (11.3 CO\textsubscript{2} molecules/unit cell), and 0.69 CO\textsubscript{2} molecules/metal atom (12.4 CO\textsubscript{2} molecules/unit cell) for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC, respectively. This indicates that the adsorption sites in Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC are more attractive to CO\textsubscript{2} than those in HKUST-1.

It is interesting to note that Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC has even higher CO\textsubscript{2} capacities than 5A and NaX zeolites at 0.1 atm. The high gas capacities at low pressures has been ascribed to the UMCs in the crystal structures of some MOFs\textsuperscript{18} The Cu atoms in HKUST-1, Ni atoms in Ni/DOBDC, and Mg atoms in Mg/DOBDC are unsaturated after complete dehydration. These UMCs can coordinate with CO\textsubscript{2} molecules and form strong adsorption interactions, which lead to the high CO\textsubscript{2} capacities for the MOF samples\textsuperscript{19,20} However, the coordinate strength for the UMCs
Figure 4.5: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for MOF and zeolite pellets. Curves are multi-temperature Toth equation fits. Zeolite results are taken from reference [17].
toward CO$_2$ molecules varies from one MOF type to another. A good example is the different CO$_2$ capacities per metal atom for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC. The difference can be attributed to the stronger ionic character of the metal-oxide bond in the Ni/DOBDC as suggested in the literature.$^{13,21}$

Pure H$_2$O isotherms at 25 °C for both the HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets are shown in Fig. 4.6. The H$_2$O isotherm measurement was repeated several times, and we report the average results with standard deviations for the reproduced measurements shown as error bars. For HKUST-1, some prior results are also included for comparison. Because of the differences in samples, our results and the two results from the literature do not match with each other very well. It has been reported that the same MOF synthesized using different procedures can have quite different adsorption characteristics.$^{22}$ However, the high H$_2$O capacities and steep slopes at low loadings shown in all three isotherms indicate strong H$_2$O affinity for HKUST-1. Steps before reaching the saturation plateaus are also apparent in all of the isotherms. The saturated H$_2$O capacity for HKUST-1 pellet is about 40 mol/kg. The 25 °C H$_2$O isotherm for Ni/DOBDC is shown in Fig. 4.6b. We believe this to be the first experimental water isotherm reported for Ni/DOBDC. The H$_2$O isotherm for Ni/DOBDC pellets is steeper than that for the HKUST-1 pellet, especially in the very low pressure region, which indicates stronger interactions between H$_2$O molecules and the Ni/DOBDC crystal structure. According to the literature,$^{15}$ there is only one set of cylindrical pores, with a size of 11 Å, in the Ni/DOBDC framework while two sets of pores with sizes of 5 Å and 15 Å exist in the HKUST-1 framework. In addition, the adsorption sites in the Ni/DOBDC framework are more attractive to H$_2$O molecules. The H$_2$O molecules can occupy adsorption sites in Ni/DOBDC with uniformly fast rates, which leads to a shorter time to reach 80 % of the saturation H$_2$O capacity compared to HKUST-1 in which the two sets of pores with different sizes and less attractive adsorption sites to H$_2$O molecules exist.
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Figure 4.6: H$_2$O isotherms at 25 °C for MOF pellets. (a) HKUST-1 pellet; Kusgens et al.,$^8$ Yazaydin et al.$^9$ (b) Ni/DOBDC pellet. Lines are guides for the eyes.
The saturated H$_2$O capacity for Ni/DOBDC pellets is about 32 mol/kg. The saturated water capacity for Ni/DOBDC is lower than that of HKUST-1 while the CO$_2$ capacity for Ni/DOBDC shown in Fig. 4.5 is higher than for HKUST-1. For CO$_2$ adsorption, our isotherms for both MOFs only show the relative pressure range from 0 to 0.016. In other words, the results in Fig. 4.5 display the CO$_2$ adsorption behavior under relatively low concentration at which stronger adsorption sites (i.e., UMCs) lead to higher CO$_2$ capacities. The interaction between UMCs and CO$_2$ molecules in Ni/DOBDC is stronger than that in HKUST-1 as we know from previous results. In contrast, Fig. 4.6 shows the H$_2$O adsorption behavior for the two MOFs up to high relatively pressure at which larger surface area and pore volume usually lead to higher overall adsorption capacity. The HKUST-1 sample has a higher surface area and larger pore volume than the Ni/DOBDC sample. Consequently, it can adsorb more H$_2$O than Ni/DOBDC when the water vapor concentration is high. Fig. 4.7 shows CO$_2$ isotherms for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC at higher pressure. It is clear that the CO$_2$ loading for HKUST-1 exceeds that of Ni/DOBDC at pressures above 7 bar, which supports our explanation.

4.5 H$_2$O effect on CO$_2$ adsorption

As mentioned before, it is important to understand H$_2$O effects on CO$_2$ adsorption in adsorbent samples before making any conclusions about their applications in process designs to separate CO$_2$ from wet flue gas. Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9, and Fig. 4.10 show CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Ni/DOBDC pellets with different H$_2$O loadings. It is interesting to note from Fig. 4.8 that a small amount of adsorbed water did not affect the CO$_2$ capacity and may actually help to increase slightly CO$_2$ adsorption in HKUST-1. This has recently been ascribed to the addition of coulombic interactions between CO$_2$ molecules and H$_2$O molecules after the introduction of H$_2$O molecules into the system. The trend of our CO$_2$ isotherms
Figure 4.7: CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms at 25 °C and high pressure for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC samples.
for HKUST-1 with low water loadings agrees quantitatively with this prediction. The CO$_2$ capacity for HKUST-1 decreases when the H$_2$O loading increases from 3.4 mol/kg to 16.2 mol/kg. HKUST-1 has lost almost all of its CO$_2$ capacity when the H$_2$O loading is about 25.4 mol/kg, which is approaching the H$_2$O saturation capacity (RH ≈ 67 %, where RH is the percent relative humidity, i.e. $P_{H_2O}/P_{H_2O}^{sat} \times 100\%$).

In Fig. 4.9, CO$_2$ capacities for Ni/DOBDC decrease when H$_2$O molecules are present. No enhancement for CO$_2$ adsorption by H$_2$O was found for this MOF sample. The Ni/DOBDC sample retained a substantial CO$_2$ capacity at the POI, about 2.0 mol/kg, even with a 3.4 mol/kg H$_2$O loading at room temperature. Similar to HKUST-1, the Ni/DOBDC sample could adsorb only small amounts of CO$_2$ for a high H$_2$O loading, which here is 28.7 mol/kg (RH ≈ 89 %).

In Fig. 4.10, CO$_2$ capacities for Mg/DOBDC decrease when the H$_2$O loading increases. The Mg/DOBDC pellet can adsorb 2.13 mol/kg CO$_2$ at 0.1 atm, even with a 3.4 mol/kg H$_2$O loading at room temperature. Similarly, the Mg/DOBDC sample could adsorb only small amounts of CO$_2$ with high H$_2$O loadings.

We also compared the H$_2$O effects on CO$_2$ adsorption for the three MOF pellets with those for 5A and NaX zeolite pellets. The results are shown in Fig. 4.11. It is obvious that H$_2$O does not inhibit CO$_2$ adsorption for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC as much as it does for 5A and NaX zeolites, as indicated by the less steep slopes for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC in the comparison plots. In other words, MOF samples can adsorb relatively more CO$_2$ than zeolites before they are saturated with H$_2$O. Moreover, H$_2$O molecules are easier to remove from MOF samples than from zeolites by regeneration as evidenced by lower isotherm slopes for MOFs at low loadings. The temperature we used in our research to regenerate the MOF samples in-situ is no higher than 200 °C, while 350 °C or higher is often needed for removing water from zeolites. Further, framework alumina in zeolites can be extracted and react with CO$_2$ in water-saturated streams to form difficult to decompose carbonate species. Besides
Figure 4.8: CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms at 25 °C for HKUST-1 pellet with different H\textsubscript{2}O loadings. Curves are multi-temperature Toth equation fits.
Figure 4.9: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for Ni/DOBDC pellet with different H$_2$O loadings. Curves are multi-temperature Toth equation fits.
Figure 4.10: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for Mg/DOBDC pellet with different H$_2$O loadings. Curves are multi-temperature Toth equation fits.
Figure 4.11: H$_2$O effects on CO$_2$ adsorption for MOF and zeolite pellets at 25 °C. Data points are CO$_2$ capacities at 0.1 atm for different samples at various H$_2$O loadings and lines are guides for the eyes. Zeolite results are taken from reference [26].
the comparable CO$_2$ capacity between the two DOBDC MOFs and the benchmark zeolites at 0.1 atm and 25 °C, the smaller water effect together with an easier regeneration process suggests that Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC may have a promising future in CO$_2$ capture from flue gas.

Although MOFs are usually synthesized through solvothermal reactions, the lack of hydrothermal stability is a disadvantage for some MOFs in comparison with traditional zeolites.$^{24}$ An extensive study has been reported recently on the hydrothermal stability of MOFs.$^{25}$ Experimental and simulation results obtained suggest that the strength of the bond between the metal oxide group and the organic linker determine the hydrothermal stability of MOFs.

In our study, pure CO$_2$ adsorption isotherms were measured at periodic intervals for the MOF samples over the course of H$_2$O and CO$_2$/H$_2$O mixture equilibrium measurements to investigate the effect of hydrothermal stability. The results are shown in Fig. 4.12. From Fig. 4.12a, it is clear that the CO$_2$ capacity of HKUST-1 decreases slightly after several runs, which means that HKUST-1 is somewhat prone to degradation after water vapor adsorption and heat treatments. However, as shown in Fig. 4.12b, Ni/DOBDC can better maintain its CO$_2$ capacity after multiple exposures to water vapor and multiple thermal regeneration processes. These results are consistent with the sequence of the transition state energies for hydration of Ni/DOBDC and HKUST-1 bonds in which transition state energies are positively related with the stabilities of MOF structures toward water.$^{25}$

### 4.6 Simulated Flue Gas Conditioning

MOF samples were tested for CO$_2$ capacity at 0.1 atm and 25 °C before and after the simulated flue gas conditioning to reveal the effects of humidity and acid gases on performance. The result for HKUST-1 powder is shown in Fig. 4.13. Generally, the CO$_2$ capacities at 0.1 atm and 25 °C for HKUST-1 powder did not
Figure 4.12: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for MOF samples at different stages. (a) HKUST-1 pellet; (b) Ni/DOBDC pellet. Lines are guides for the eyes.
Figure 4.13: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for HKUST-1 pellet before and after different simulated flue gas conditionings.
Figure 4.14: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for Ni/DOBDC pellet before and after different simulated flue gas conditionings.
change significantly after being conditioned with different simulated flue gases at room temperature. Note the numerical values shown in the figure for the CO$_2$ loading at 0.1 atm. It seems that flue gas at room temperature does not affect CO$_2$ adsorption in HKUST-1. However, moisture can impact the simulated flue gas conditioning effect for HKUST-1, as indicated by the reduced capacity of 0.53 mol/kg at 0.1 atm. Similar results were found for Ni/DOBDC as shown in Fig. 4.14.

4.7 Conclusions

Adsorption equilibria of CO$_2$, H$_2$O, and CO$_2$/H$_2$O were studied for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC. Large CO$_2$ capacities are found at 25 °C and 0.1 atm CO$_2$ partial pressure. They are 0.55, 3.28, and 5.65 mol/kg for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC pellets, respectively. Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC have higher CO$_2$ capacities than benchmark zeolites NaX and 5A at 25 °C and 0.1 atm.

Adsorbed water vapor impacts CO$_2$ adsorption in the MOFs. A small amount of H$_2$O does not decrease and may actually increase the CO$_2$ capacity of HKUST-1. H$_2$O does not affect CO$_2$ adsorption on HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC samples as much as on 5A and NaX zeolites, and H$_2$O would be more easily removed from the MOFs by regeneration. Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC retain substantial CO$_2$ capacities with moderate H$_2$O loadings. They may have a promising future for capturing CO$_2$ from flue gases provided that costs are not prohibitive.
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CHAPTER V

ISOSTERIC HEATS OF ADSORPTION IN THE HENRY’S LAW REGION FOR CARBON SINGLE WALL CYLINDRICAL NANOPORES AND SPHEREICAL NANOCAVITIES

5.1 Introduction

Knowledge of isotherms and heats of adsorption are crucial for the optimal design of adsorption processes. These provide important information about capacities at given pressures, heat effects, and ease of regeneration. The isosteric heat of adsorption is also useful for studies of adsorption selectivities.

The Henry’s law region for adsorption is the low loading region where the isotherm is linear. In the absence of steric hindrance each gas molecule can explore every adsorption site on the whole surface of the adsorbent, and the molecules will associate preferentially with the adsorption sites with the highest energies. Adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are neglected when considering potential energies for adsorption because of infinitesimal adsorbed-phase concentrations in the Henry’s law region. Therefore, it is sufficient to calculate $q^o_{st}$ only from adsorbent-adsorbate interactions. In particular, $q^o_{st}$ can be determined as a function of pore width when a Lennard-Jones (LJ) type fluid is adsorbed on non-polar homogeneous surfaces such as ideal carbon surfaces.

As many efforts are ongoing on the synthesis of novel carbonaceous materials, including carbon nanotubes, carbon fibers, and carbon-silica composites, knowledge of the isosteric heat of adsorption for a molecule as a function of pore width is of great importance in the design and application of these novel materials. Steele\textsuperscript{1} proposed an equation based on statistical thermodynamics to calculate $q^o_{st}$ for gas adsorption on a flat graphite surface. Steele’s equation has been applied by many scientists to
study the adsorption of various gases on graphite surfaces and to calculate $q_{st}^o$. In addition, Do et al. used the Monte Carlo method to calculate the Henry’s law constant and isosteric heat of adsorption at zero loading for argon adsorption in carbon nanotubes. Floess and VanLishout calculated $q_{st}^o$ for argon as a function of pore width for slit-shaped carbon pores. They found the maximum $q_{st}^o$ at 6.8 Å by integrating the LJ 12-6 potential into the walls of the adsorbent to a depth of three carbon layers. Schindler and LeVan calculated $q_{st}^o$ as a function of the pore width for nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide, methane, helium, and hydrogen adsorption in slit shape carbon nanopores by using Steele’s 10-4-3 equation. They determined the pore widths where $q_{st}^o$ is a maximum as well as the pore widths where $q_{st}^o$ is equal to zero. Their calculation results of maximum $q_{st}^o$ are somewhat larger than the results obtained from experiments in which pore size distributions always lower the maximum $q_{st}^o$, because only one pore size corresponds to the maximum $q_{st}^o$. They also presented a general plot giving the pore width where the maximum $q_{st}^o$ occurs for various gas molecules based on LJ parameters.

In this paper, we expand the calculation of $q_{st}^o$ as a function of pore width to carbon single wall cylindrical nanopores and spherical nanocavities. The focus of this study is on the effect of LJ parameters and geometrical factors on the isosteric heat of adsorption. This is in contrast to an early study by Everett and Powl on the adsorption potential calculation in slit and cylindrical micropores in which several models for the external wall potential are analyzed, some in combination with experimental data, and used to support a possible polymer crystal model for the microporosity of the activated carbon. The pore width where $q_{st}^o$ is a maximum will be determined in our paper, and the influence of geometry on the theoretical $q_{st}^o$ will also be studied. The theoretical maximum $q_{st}^o$ for cylindrical carbon nanopores will be compared with experimental and simulation adsorption data for single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).
5.2 Theory

The theoretical isosteric heat of adsorption will be calculated for various gases on model cylindrical and spherical carbon surfaces, which can represent the internal surface for unbundled SWNTs and fullerene (with allowance for an opening into the spherical cavity). Gas molecules interact much more strongly with the internal surface of a SWNT than with the outside surface in the Henry’s law region. Therefore, we only consider the solid-fluid interactions that occur on the internal surfaces in our study.

The isosteric heat of adsorption is calculated by using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation at constant adsorbed-phase concentration

\[ q_{st} = RT^2 \frac{\partial \ln P}{\partial T} \bigg|_n \]  

(5.1)

where \( R \) is the ideal gas constant, \( T \) is temperature, and \( P \) is pressure. In the Henry’s law region with the isotherm written \( n = K_H(T) P \), equation 5.1 becomes

\[ q_{st}^0 = -RT^2 \frac{d \ln K_H}{dT} \]  

(5.2)

Clearly, the right hand side of this equation is independent of \( n \). Thus, the isosteric heat of adsorption is independent of loading in the Henry’s law region.

When the mutual interactions of the adsorbed molecules can be omitted, Steele\(^1\) wrote the Henry’s law constant as

\[ K_H = \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{Z_i^{(s)}}{kT} \right) \]  

(5.3)

where \( k \) is Boltzman’s constant, and \( A \) is the surface area of the adsorbent. The configuration integral for one molecule is

\[ Z_i^{(s)} = \int_{V^{(s)}} \exp[-V_{ext}(r_1)/kT] \, dr_1 \]  

(5.4)
where \( \mathbf{r}_1 \) is the position vector and \( V^{(s)} \) is the volume of the adsorbed phase. Substituting equation 5.3 and 5.4 into equation 5.2 we obtain

\[
q_{st}^0 = RT - N_a \frac{\int_{V^{(s)}} V_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_i) \exp[-V_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_i)/kT] \, d\mathbf{r}_i}{\int_{V^{(s)}} \exp[-V_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_i)/kT] \, d\mathbf{r}_i}
\]  

(5.5)

where \( N_a \) is Avagadro’s number and \( V_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}_i) \) is the external wall potential, which we use to describe the interactions between fluid molecules and adsorbents in the Henry’s law region.

It should be noted that equation 6.5 gives the average isosteric heat for molecules contained within the adsorption volume, and in our case, the isosteric heat for a single molecule averaged statistically over all possible locations within that volume. Comments on the application of this equation to large simulation volumes in which many molecules may be essentially unadsorbed have been provided recently by Do et al.\(^{10}\)

In our application, we are concerned primarily with geometries in which heats of adsorption are large, with tight confinement of molecules in pores and cavities.

The external wall potential has different expressions for different geometries. Tjatjopulos\(^ {11}\) developed an interaction potential for cylindrical pores by using the LJ potential energy expression

\[
\Gamma_{sf} = 4\epsilon_{sf} \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{r} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{r} \right)^6 \right]
\]  

(5.6)

where \( \epsilon_{sf} \) and \( \sigma_{sf} \) are the solid-fluid well depth potential and the solid-fluid collision diameter, respectively, and \( r \) is the interatomic separation. Then, the external interaction potential for a molecule adsorbed on a surface of area \( A \) and atom number density \( n_s \) is given by

\[
V_{\text{ext}} = \int_A \Gamma_{sf} n_s \, dA
\]  

(5.7)

The carbon atoms are assumed to be located uniformly over the cylindrical surface with a given surface number density. A pore diagram is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). \( H_c \) is the distance between the center of the carbon atoms on opposing walls of the pore,
which will be referred to below as pore diameter. \( H = H_c - \sigma_{ss} \) is the distance between the surfaces of carbon atoms on opposing walls (i.e., the inside diameter), which will be referred to below as pore width. The size of a carbon atom is \( \sigma_{ss} = 3.38 \text{Å} \).

Substituting equation 5.6 into equation 5.7 and integrating the resulting equation over \( z \) and \( \phi \) using \( r^2 = z^2 + \rho^2 + R^2 - 2\rho R \cos \phi \), the external interaction potential for a cylindrical carbon surface is

\[
V_{\text{ext, cyl}} = n_s \pi^2 \sigma_{sf}^2 \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^2 \left\{ \frac{63}{32} \left[ \frac{R - \rho}{\sigma_{sf}} \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right) \right]^{-10} \times F \left[ -\frac{9}{2}, -\frac{9}{2}; 1; \left( \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^2 \right] \right. \\
-3 \left[ \frac{R - \rho}{\sigma_{sf}} \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right) \right]^{-4} \times F \left[ -\frac{3}{2}, -\frac{3}{2}; 1; \left( \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^2 \right] \left\} \right.
\]

(5.8)

where \( R \) is the radius of the cylinder measured from the center of the cylinder to the center of the carbon atoms in the wall, \( \rho \) is the perpendicular distance between the center of a fluid molecule and the center axis of the cylinder, and \( F[\alpha, \beta; \gamma; z] \) denotes the hypergeometric series with parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \).

Besides the fluid-fluid parameters and solid-fluid parameters, which can be obtained from the literature, we need the surface number density to calculate the external wall potential. In this paper, we estimate the surface number density of carbon atoms on a cylindrical surface based on the graphite crystal structure. A SWNT can be viewed as a rolled graphite sheet. Therefore, the surface number density of carbon atom in a SWNT can be estimated by unfolding the nanotube back to a graphite sheet and calculating the surface number density of the flat sheet as shown in Fig. 5.2. The bold hexagon, which sits over a six carbon member ring, is chosen as the unit structure. The distance between the neighboring points in the hexagon is the length of a carbon-carbon bond, which is known to be 1.42 Å. The unit structure contains two carbon atoms, and the surface area can be calculated based on the border length of the hexagon. Thus, the surface number density can be estimated to be \( 3.82 \times 10^{19} \text{ m}^{-2} \).
Figure 5.1: Diagrams of carbon nanopore and nanocavity. (a) Cylindrical pore; (b) Spherical cavity.
For a spherical surface, the pore diagram is shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The pore diameter $H_c$ is the distance between the center of the carbon atoms on opposing walls of the pore. The pore width is again $H = H_c - \sigma_{ss}$. Baksh and Yang\textsuperscript{14} developed an interaction potential for spherical pores by using the LJ potential. They started their derivation from the expression

$$V_{\text{ext}} = \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^\pi n_s \Gamma_{sf} R^2 \sin \phi \, d\phi \, d\theta \quad (5.9)$$

Substituting $r^2 = R^2 + \rho^2 - 2\rho R \cos \phi$ into the above equation and integrating it over $\phi$ and $\theta$ gives

$$V_{\text{ext, sph}} = 8\pi R^2 n_s \epsilon_{sf} \left[ -\left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^6 \frac{1}{4(\rho/R)^4} \left( \frac{1}{(1-\rho/R)^4} - \frac{1}{(1+\rho/R)^4} \right) \right. \left. + \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{12} \frac{1}{10(\rho/R)^{10}} \left( \frac{1}{(1-\rho/R)^{10}} - \frac{1}{(1+\rho/R)^{10}} \right) \right] \quad (5.10)$$

where $R$ is the radius of the spherical nanocavity, measured from the center of the nanocavity to the center of the carbon atoms in the wall, and $\rho$ is the distance between the center of a fluid molecule and the center of the cavity. Only the internal surface is considered to be active for adsorption in our study, and an opening is assumed to exist into the nanocavity. The surface number density of carbon atoms for a fullerene (C60) molecule can be estimated to be $4.10 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-2}$ by using a method similar to that used for the SWNT.

5.3 Results and Discussion

We determine $q_{\text{so}}$ for six different gas molecules: argon, methane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen. The LJ potential has an effective interaction distance because the repulsive and attractive forces are short-distance forces. The LJ solid-fluid parameters used to describe the gas molecules were obtained from the literature\textsuperscript{6} and are given in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.2: Surface number density of SWNT determined from graphite sheet.
Table 5.1: Model parameters for different molecules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ff}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{ff}/k$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$\sigma_{sf}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{sf}/k$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>3.305</td>
<td>118.05</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>Ref15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>148.2</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>Ref16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>3.454</td>
<td>235.9</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>Ref15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>40.87</td>
<td>Ref17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>Ref1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>3.575</td>
<td>94.45</td>
<td>3.494</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>Ref15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the original sources, the solid-fluid parameters for argon, methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen had been determined by fitting the LJ equation of state to experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium data. The solid-fluid parameters for helium and hydrogen had been calculated using the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules

$$\sigma_{sf} = \frac{\sigma_{ff} + \sigma_{ss}}{2} \quad \text{and} \quad \epsilon_{sf} = \sqrt{\epsilon_{ff}\epsilon_{ss}} \quad (5.11)$$

where $\epsilon_{ss}/k = 27.97$ K. We determine the pore width where the isosteric heat of adsorption is a maximum and where it is zero for each of the six gas molecules for both carbon cylindrical nanopores and spherical nanocavities, as was done by Schindler and LeVan for slit-shaped carbon nanopores.$^6$

Cylindrical carbon nanopore

The results for the calculated isosteric heat of adsorption for a cylindrical carbon nanopore are shown in Fig. 5.3(a) as a function of pore width $H$ and in Fig. 5.3(b) as a function of dimensionless pore diameter, which is the ratio of pore diameter $H_c$ to $\sigma_{sf}$. Each curve has a single peak, which corresponds to the maximum isosteric heat of adsorption. The steep branch on the left hand side of the maximum point shows rapid change of $q_{st}^o$ with pore width. As the pore becomes larger, $q_{st}^o$ declines gradually.
The results are summarized in Table 5.2. The maximum $q_{st}^0$ for argon adsorption in a cylindrical carbon nanopore was found for a pore width of 3.92 Å. The maximum value, 26.45 kJ/mol, is slightly larger than the result that Do and co-authors\(^4\) obtained for argon adsorption inside carbon nanotubes, which was about 25.50 kJ/mol for a 4.07 Å pore, by using Monte Carlo integration. The small difference in maximum $q_{st}^0$ may be caused by the different calculation methods and parameters.

We compare our results for other gas molecules with data from experimental or simulation studies in Table 5.2. Many of our results for $q_{st}^0$ are significantly larger than experimental data from the literature. However, most of the experimental results are average isosteric heats of adsorption rather than the maximum isosteric heat of adsorption because of the pore size distributions of real adsorbents. Although some simulation studies reported the maximum $q_{st}^0$, the pore widths corresponding to the maximum $q_{st}^0$ are different from the pore widths that we determined. Therefore, it is natural that the two maximum isosteric heats of adsorption are different since $q_{st}^0$ is a strong function of pore width, especially in certain regions as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). For example, the maximum $q_{st}^0$ we obtained for nitrogen in a cylindrical carbon nanopore at 298.15 K is 27.76 kJ/mol for a pore of width 4.22 Å. The maximum $q_{st}^0$ obtained by Jiang and Sandler\(^18\) in their simulation study for nitrogen in isolated carbon nanotubes at 77 K is about 16.80 kJ/mol for a pore of width 6.80 Å. However, if we change the temperature in our study to calculate $q_{st}^0$ for nitrogen adsorption in a cylindrical carbon nanopore as a function of pore width at 77 K, the value of $q_{st}^0$ we obtain for a 6.80 Å pore is 16.09 kJ/mol, which becomes comparable to the result of Jiang and Sandler.

It is interesting to note from Table 5.2 that the dimensionless pore diameter where $q_{st}^0$ is a maximum for all the six gas molecules is close to 2.18, and the dimensionless pore diameter where $q_{st}^0$ is zero for all the six gas molecules is close to 1.86. As a matter of fact, Schindler and LeVan\(^6\) found the dimensionless pore diameter where
Figure 5.3: Isosteric heat of adsorption as a function of pore width and dimensionless pore diameter in cylindrical carbon nanopore. (a) pore width results; (b) dimensionless pore diameter results.
Table 5.2: Isosteric heat of adsorption in the Henry’s law region for cylindrical carbon nanopores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$q_{st}^\text{max}$, $H_{\text{max}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$H_{c_{\text{max}}}/\sigma_{sf}$</th>
<th>$q_{st}^\text{zero}$, $H_{\text{zero}}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$H_{c_{\text{zero}}}/\sigma_{sf}$</th>
<th>$q_{st}^\text{o_{st}}$ from data</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>26.45</td>
<td>25.50(S)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>24.12(E), 18.3(E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>40.26</td>
<td>22.5(E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>7.5(E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>3.58(E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>27.76</td>
<td>16.80(S), 9.17(E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (S) simulation data; (E) experimental data
maximum $q_s^o$ occurs in slit-shaped carbon nanopores to be close to 2.0. According to their study, the pore width for maximum $q_s^o$ is a weak function of the well depth parameters for most of the cases in which $\epsilon_{sf}/k$ is larger than 20 K. In other words, the influence of well depth parameters on the pore width for maximum $d_s^o$ could be neglected for most situations. Therefore, it is convenient to predict the pore diameters for the maximum and zero value of $q_s^o$ by using only the solid-fluid parameters of specific gas molecules. The estimation accuracy depends on the accuracy of the accessible LJ solid-fluid parameter data.

**Spherical carbon nanocavity**

The results for the calculated isosteric heat of adsorption in spherical carbon nanopores is shown in Fig. 5.4(a) as a function of pore width $H$ and in Fig. 5.4(b) as a function of dimensionless pore diameter. The shapes of the curves are similar to those in the cylindrical case. However, generally higher maximum $q_s^o$ are found, which shows that a spherical carbon nanocavity is more attractive to gas molecules than is a cylindrical carbon nanopore.

We also found a roughly constant dimensionless pore diameter for the maximum and zero value of $q_s^o$ for all six gas molecules, as shown in Table 5.3. The average values for the two dimensionless pore diameters are 2.33 and 2.00, respectively. Including the dimensionless pore diameters for the maximum and zero value of $q_s^o$ that Schindler and LeVan found in their study for slit-shaped carbon nanopores, all of the carbon nanopores with three different geometries, slit-shaped, cylindrical and spherical, have essentially constant dimensionless pore diameters for those isosteric heats as indicated in Table 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Isosteric heat of adsorption as a function of pore width and dimensionless pore diameter in spherical carbon nanocavity. (a) pore width results; (b) dimensionless pore diameter results.
Table 5.3: Isosteric heat of adsorption in the Henry’s law region for spherical carbon nanocavities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Pore width of maximum $q_{st}^o$, $H_{max}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$H_{c max}/\sigma_{sf}$</th>
<th>Pore width of zero $q_{st}^o$, $H_{zero}$ (Å)</th>
<th>$H_{c zero}/\sigma_{sf}$</th>
<th>Maximum $q_{st}^o$ (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>35.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>47.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>54.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>23.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>37.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4: Empirical constant relationships between pore diameter for maximum and zero $q^*_st$ for different geometries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Average dimensionless pore diameter for $q^*_st = \text{max}$</th>
<th>Average dimensionless pore diameter for $q^*_st = 0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$H_{c\text{ max}}/\sigma_{sf}$</td>
<td>$H_{c\text{ zero}}/\sigma_{sf}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slit-shaped</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylindrical</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LJ parameter effects

As indicated from our equation set, $q^*_st$ in our study is determined from only the LJ parameters $\sigma_{sf}$ and $\epsilon_{sf}/k$ when the temperature and surface number density are fixed. In order to understand the constant relationships between the pore diameters for the maximum heats of adsorption and $\sigma_{sf}$, we produce a set of general plots for all three geometries based on the calculation results of $q^*_st$ for a broad range of LJ parameters. This is shown in Fig. 5.5. The range for the LJ parameters was chosen basing on LJ parameter data for normal gases in the literature. The $y$-axis in the figure is the ratio of the pore diameter for the maximum $q^*_st$ to the specific $\sigma_{sf}$, which will be referred to below as dimensionless pore diameter for the maximum $q^*_st$.

In Fig. 5.5, we can clearly see a band of curves for each of the three geometries. Each curve in a band displays results that corresponding to one $\sigma_{sf}$ and the whole range of $\epsilon_{sf}/k$ values. The dimensionless pore diameter for the maximum $q^*_st$ for each pair of LJ parameters in the three geometries gradually decreases and approaches a constant at modest values of $\epsilon_{sf}/k$. This indicates that the dimensionless pore diameter for the maximum $q^*_st$ is nearly independent of $\epsilon_{sf}/k$ when $\epsilon_{sf}/k$ is larger than 20 K, which is consistent with the results found by Schindler and LeVan.

The finding above is also confirmed by a sensitivity analysis. Taking argon in a cylindrical pore as an example, the sensitivities of the maximum $q^*_st$ and the
Figure 5.5: The effect of LJ parameters on the pore diameter for the maximum $q_{st}^0$ for the three geometries. $\sigma_{sf}$ increases from 2.9 Å to 5.0 Å (top to bottom) for each geometry.
dimensionless pore diameter for the maximum $q_{st}^o$ to changes in $\sigma_{sf}$ are 1.88 and $4.3 \times 10^{-4}$ (i.e., $\partial q_{st}^o / \partial \sigma_{sf} = 1.88$, etc.). Similarly, the sensitivities of these same respective quantities to changes in $\epsilon_{sf}/k$ are 0.94 and $-3.6 \times 10^{-3}$. Thus, while the maximum $q_{st}^o$ is sensitive to $\sigma_{sf}$ and $\epsilon_{sf}/k$, the dimensionless pore diameter is nearly independent of both $\sigma_{sf}$ and $\epsilon_{sf}/k$. These findings agree well with what is shown in Fig. 5.5.

The constant dimensionless pore diameters for the maximum $q_{st}^o$, determined from Fig. 5.5, are 2.00, 2.18, and 2.33 for the slit-shaped nanopore, the cylindrical nanopore, and the spherical nanocavity, respectively. The interesting result that these differ significantly can be explained in terms of geometrical effects. For the slit-shaped pore, as the distance between the parallel walls changes, a confined molecule still is influenced by the same number of carbon atoms in the walls. However, as the diameter of a cylindrical pore is increased, its surface area increases, and more atoms are added to the wall for interaction with the confined molecule. This effect is further enhanced for the spherical nanocavity, which has two radii of curvature. Thus, the geometry-dependent differences shown in Fig. 5.5 account for two effects, the location of minima in the LJ potential and the size and location of the surface surrounding the confined molecule.

The general plots support the constant relationships we found earlier between the pore diameters for maximum $q_{st}^o$ and $\sigma_{sf}$ and can explain the slight variations that occurs for helium because of its small value of $\epsilon_{sf}/k$. After demonstrating the constant relationships using general plots based on the calculated results, we explain the phenomenon by exploring the relationship between the external wall potential and pore diameters in the next section.
External wall potential

The external wall potentials in our research can be treated as a superposition of the LJ potentials between one gas molecule and one carbon atom. Consider a cylindrical carbon nanopore as an example to analyze the relationship between the external wall potential and pore diameters. Our focus is on high isosteric heats of adsorption, which occur when the size of a gas molecule is close to the pore width; e.g., $H_c/\sigma_{sf}$ is around 2.0–2.3 based on our earlier results. Under these conditions, the center of a gas molecule is very close to the center of the pore. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume the gas molecule to be sitting in the center of the pore to approximate the real situation. Following Everett and Powl, there are three possible cases for the superposition, as shown by the simplified profiles in Fig. 5.6.

When the dimensionless pore diameter is large, the result of addition will generate a total external wall potential with the second derivative $d^2V_{ext}/d\rho^2$ being negative at the center of the pore, shown as case 1 in Fig. 5.6. As the two walls approach each other, the second derivative $d^2V_{ext}/d\rho^2$ at the center of the pore will pass through zero, which is shown as case 2 in Fig. 5.6 and is referred to as an inflection point. Finally, when the distance of wall separation continues to decrease, the minimum external wall potential occurs at the center of the pore with a positive $d^2V_{ext}/d\rho^2$, which is shown as case 3 in Fig. 5.6.

The corresponding dimensionless pore diameters, $H_c/\sigma_{sf}$, at the inflection points for the three geometrical pores have been calculated and are 2.28, 2.46, and 2.56 for the slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries, respectively. These first two values are in good agreement with results of Everett and Powl, who considered LJ potentials in slit-shaped pores and cylindrical pores. When the dimensionless pore diameter is larger than these values, the minimum external wall potential for the gas molecule occurs near the walls as shown in case 1. When the dimensionless pore
Figure 5.6: Three possible results for the superposition of LJ potentials.

\[
\frac{\partial V_{\text{ext}}}{\partial \rho} \bigg|_{\rho=0} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 V_{\text{ext}}}{\partial \rho^2} \bigg|_{\rho=0} < 0 \quad \frac{\partial^2 V_{\text{ext}}}{\partial \rho^2} \bigg|_{\rho=0} = 0 \quad \frac{\partial^2 V_{\text{ext}}}{\partial \rho^2} \bigg|_{\rho=0} > 0
\]

\(\text{(1)}\) \hspace{1cm} \text{(2)} \hspace{1cm} \text{(3)}
diameter is smaller than the value at the inflection points for the specific geometry, the minimum external wall potential occurs at the center of the pore.

The dimensionless pore diameters corresponding to the maximum $q_{st}^o$ that we obtained in Table 5.4 are smaller than the dimensionless pore diameters at the inflection points for all of the three geometries. Therefore, the minimum external wall potential occurs at the center of the pores for these conditions, as shown as case 3 in Fig. 5.6. For this case, the isosteric heat of adsorption can be approximated by

$$q_{st}^o = \frac{1}{2}RT - N_a V_{ext} \tag{5.12}$$

by using the harmonic oscillator approximation. The maximum $q_{st}^o$ can now be obtained when the external wall potential is a minimum for this condition. As known from above, the minimum $V_{ext}$ for the conditions in case 3 occurs at the center for any pore with a diameter less than the inflection point value. There is a set of minimum $V_{ext}$ occurring at the center of pores with various diameters. The overall minimum $V_{ext}$ that we need is the smallest $V_{ext}$ for a pore with a certain diameter among the set of minimums.

The cylindrical nanopore is still used as an example here to calculate the external wall potential at the center of pores as a function of the dimensionless pore diameter in order to determine the overall minimum $V_{ext}$. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7. We found that the overall minimum $V_{ext}$ at the center of the pore occurs when the dimensionless pore diameter is equal to 2.18 for all of the gas molecules considered. This value is consistent with the dimensionless pore diameter that we obtained for the maximum $q_{st}^o$ for cylindrical nanopores. This can verify that the maximum $q_{st}^o$ and the overall minimum $V_{ext}$ occur at the same dimensionless pore diameter for the conditions in case 3 and can explain that the constant dimensionless pore diameter found earlier for the maximum $q_{st}^o$ for cylindrical pores is caused by the relationship between $V_{ext}$ and the pore diameter. This approach can also be applied to explain the dimensionless pore diameters corresponding to the maximum $q_{st}^o$ for
the silt-shaped nanopores and spherical nanocavities.

*Geometrical effects*

The isosteric heat of adsorption is a strong function of pore width and it also depends on surface geometry. In order to study the geometrical effects, we calculate the $q_{st}^o$ as a function of pore width for single wall slit-shaped carbon nanopore, which is different from the multiwall slit-shaped carbon nanopore that was studied by Schindler and LeVan, to compare with the results for cylindrical nanopores and spherical nanocavities. For example, the isosteric heats of adsorption for argon in single wall carbon nanopores with three different geometries, slit-shaped, cylindrical and spherical, have been shown in Fig. 5.8. The maximum $q_{st}^o$ for slit-shaped nanopores, cylindrical nanopores and spherical nanocavities are 16.21 kJ/mol, 26.45 kJ/mol and 35.87 kJ/mol, respectively. In addition, the pore widths where the maximum $q_{st}^o$ occurs and where $q_{st}^o = 0$ occurs are different for different geometries. As shown in Fig. 5.8, the shape of these three curves are similar to each other. For all geometries, $q_{st}^o$ first will increase rapidly from negative values to a maximum and then will decrease gradually when the pores reach larger widths. Generally, the spherical carbon nanocavity has the largest $q_{st}^o$, and the cylindrical carbon nanopore has the second largest $q_{st}^o$.

This phenomenon can be ascribed to the different surface mean curvatures of the three carbon nanopores, as should be expected. The slit-shaped nanopore is modeled with two parallel planes so the surface mean curvature is zero. The surface mean curvature for the internal surface of a cylinder of radius $a$ is $1/(2a)$, and the surface mean curvature for the internal surface of a sphere of radius $a$ is $1/a$. Obviously, the spherical surface has the largest mean curvature among the three geometries given the same pore width.

A larger surface mean curvature denotes a larger number of carbon atoms that
Figure 5.7: External wall potentials at the center of pores as functions of dimensionless pore diameters for all six gas molecules in a cylindrical nanopore.
Figure 5.8: Isosteric heats of adsorption of argon in three different geometries.
influence the adsorbate molecule strongly in 3-D space. Therefore, a larger heat of adsorption is expected for the surface that has a larger surface mean curvature. In addition, the surface mean curvatures for cylindrical and spherical surfaces are reciprocal functions of radius. So, they decline rapidly with the increase of pore radius in the narrow pore region and decline slowly in the large pore region. This can explain the shape of the curves in Fig. 5.8. After the pore width passes the point at which $q_{st}$ is zero, the value of $q_{st}$ changes quickly from zero to a maximum and then relative slowly from the maximum to lower values. When the pore width is even larger, the surface mean curvatures of both cylindrical and spherical surface approach zero, giving the surface mean curvature of a plane. Thus, as shown in Fig. 5.8, the isosteric heats of adsorption curves for the three geometries merge together when the pore width is larger than about 8 nm because the pore width is so large that the gas molecule is not influenced sufficiently by the small differences in surface curvatures, and the molecule is essentially interacting with a single layer plane.
5.4 Conclusions

The isosteric heat of adsorption in the Henry’s law region has been calculated for six gas molecules: argon, methane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen in both carbon single wall cylindrical nanopores and spherical nanocavities. The maximum isosteric heats of adsorption have been determined for all of the six gas molecules in both cylindrical and spherical geometries. The maximum isosteric heats of adsorption in cylindrical carbon nanopores have been compared with adsorption data in the literature for a SWNT. Our results agree well with the simulation work under similar conditions. Experiment limitations and broad pore size distributions lead the relatively larger differences between some of our results and the experimental data.

General plots, shown in Fig. 5.5, have been generated to conveniently predict pore diameter for the maximum isosteric heat of adsorption for non-polar or weakly polar molecules adsorbed in carbon nanopores. These show constant relationships for straightforward estimation of pore diameters at which maximum isosteric heats of adsorption occur. We also have proposed an equation to provide an estimation of the isosteric heat of adsorption based on the external wall potential at the center of pores when the dimensionless pore diameter is less than the inflection point value for a specific geometry.

The influence of geometry on the isosteric heat of adsorption has also been investigated. The spherical carbon surface is the most attractive surface for gas molecules in the small pore region because of its large surface mean curvature. The effects of surface curvature disappear gradually as the pore size increases. The information provided in this paper should be beneficial for the design of novel carbon adsorbents for various applications.
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6.1 Introduction

Henry’s law in gas adsorption describes the affinity between an adsorbate molecule and the adsorbent. Therefore, it is of importance to determine this relationship and the associated isosteric heat of adsorption at zero loading. Classical statistical thermodynamics shows that Henry’s law behavior invariably exists at zero loading. The Henry’s law constant and the isosteric heat of adsorption at zero loading can always be calculated given models for solids and intermolecular interactions between fluid molecules and solids.\(^1\)

Considerable research has been done on Henry’s law constants and isosteric heats of adsorption for gas adsorption on well-defined solid surfaces, particularly graphite, activated carbon, and carbon nanotubes, using the statistical thermodynamic method originally developed by Steele.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^5\) In addition, Jiang \textit{et al.}\(^6\) calculated Henry’s law constants for many single wall carbon surfaces with different topologies using Monte Carlo simulation. Do \textit{et al.}\(^7\) used the Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) method to calculate the Henry’s law constant and isosteric heat of adsorption at zero loading for argon adsorption on carbon nanotubes. They focused on the difference in the Henry’s law constant and isosteric heat of adsorption between the inside and outside surfaces of carbon nanotubes. In another paper, Do \textit{et al.}\(^8\) considered the temperature dependence of both the Henry’s law constant and the isosteric heat of adsorption.

This is the final in a series of three papers in which we investigate heats of
adsorption in the Henry’s law limit for several common light gases adsorbed on carbon surfaces of various geometries. In our first paper, we calculated the isosteric heat of adsorption as a function of the pore width for six light gas molecules adsorbed in single wall slit-shaped carbon nanopores. The pore widths where maximum heats of adsorption occur were determined and found to be sensitive to the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential collision diameter but only weakly dependent on the LJ well depth potential. A general plot was prepared for predicting the pore widths where maximum heats of adsorption occur for non-polar and weakly polar gas molecules adsorbed in slit-shaped carbon nanopores.

In our second paper, we went beyond the slit-shaped geometry of the first paper to consider cylindrical and spherical geometries for a single wall carbon surface. The surface mean curvature was shown to be essential in determining the heat of adsorption for carbon nanopores with different geometries for small pore widths. Empirical linear relationships were found between the pore diameters corresponding to the maximum heats of adsorption and the solid-fluid LJ collision diameters for all three geometries. A general plot was presented for the prediction of pore widths where the maximum heats of adsorption occur for non-polar or weakly polar LJ gas molecules adsorbed in single wall carbon nanopores with various geometries.

Besides single wall carbon surfaces, it is also important to consider the Henry’s law constant and the associated isosteric heat of adsorption at zero loading for multi-wall carbon surfaces since many carbon adsorbents are better described by a multi-wall model. In this paper, the Henry’s law constant and isosteric heat of adsorption at zero loading will be investigated for several gases adsorbed on multi-wall carbon surfaces with slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries. The dependence of Henry’s law constants and isosteric heats of adsorption on pore width, surface mean curvature, and number of layers of wall in these well-defined geometries will be examined. Calculated results for isosteric heats and Henry’s law constants will be compared
with literature values. For slit-shaped carbon nanopores, we will also compare our results with those obtained using Steele’s 10-4-3 potential. In an appendix, we develop simple relationships for single wall surfaces to permit Henry’s law constants to be converted between bases of absolute volume and accessible volume of the adsorbent.

Collectively, our three papers provide a systematic study of some fundamental thermodynamic properties for light gas molecules adsorbed on surfaces with various geometries and walls with different numbers of carbon layers for the Henry’s law region. The general plots in our papers are useful for predicting the pore widths where maximum heats of adsorption occur for LJ molecules adsorbed in carbon adsorbents. Heats of adsorption and Henry’s law constants are quantitatively related with pore width, surface mean curvature, and number of wall layers to provide beneficial information for the design and synthesis of novel carbon adsorbents for various applications.

6.2 Theory

Some macroscopic characteristics for gas adsorption in the Henry’s law region are that the gas concentration is infinitesimal and the isotherm within this region is linear. Microscopically, for gas adsorption in the Henry’s law region, each gas molecule can independently explore every adsorption site on the whole surface of the adsorbent, and the surface can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. In the dilute limit of Henry’s law, adsorbate-adsorbate interactions do not exist and only the solid-fluid interaction potential energies are considered.

The slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical single wall carbon surface model potentials and parameters are taken from the literature. These models can be viewed as ideal models for graphite, carbon nanotubes, and fullerene with open access. All gas molecules are described by a single site model. The carbon atoms are assumed
to be uniformly distributed over the wall with specific surface number densities. The LJ potential is commonly used to describe the site-to-site interactions between non-polar or weakly polar gas molecules and carbon surfaces. Averaged external wall potentials are obtained by integrating the site-to-site LJ potential over the inner space of the pores to account for all possible molecule locations for slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries. For all of the geometries, \( H_c \) is the distance between the centers of the carbon atoms on opposing walls of the pore, which will be referred to below as pore diameter. \( H = H_c - \sigma_{ss} \) is the distance between the surfaces of carbon atoms on opposing walls (i.e., the inside diameter), which will be referred to below as pore width. \( \sigma_{ss} \) is the LJ collision diameter for a carbon atom. For the parallel-sided slit-shaped pore, the external wall potential is given by

\[
V_{\text{ext, slit}} = 8\pi n_s \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^2 \left\{ \frac{1}{10} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{10} \left[ (1 - \frac{\rho}{R})^{-10} + (1 + \frac{\rho}{R})^{-10} \right] - \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^4 \left[ (1 - \frac{\rho}{R})^{-4} + (1 + \frac{\rho}{R})^{-4} \right] \right\} \tag{6.1}
\]

where \( n_s \) is the carbon number density (atoms per unit area), \( \epsilon_{sf} \) and \( \sigma_{sf} \) are the solid-fluid well depth potential and the solid-fluid collision diameter, \( R \) is half of the pore diameter of the slit-shaped nanopore, and \( \rho \) is the perpendicular distance between the center of a fluid molecule and the center axis of the slit-shaped pore. Similarly, for cylindrical geometry, we have

\[
V_{\text{ext, cyl}} = n_s \pi^2 \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^2 \left\{ \frac{63}{32} \left( \frac{R - \rho}{\sigma_{sf}} \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right) \right)^{-10} \times F \left[ -\frac{9}{2}, -\frac{9}{2}; 1; \left( \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^2 \right] - 3 \left( \frac{R - \rho}{\sigma_{sf}} \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right) \right)^{-1} \times F \left[ -\frac{3}{2}, -\frac{3}{2}; 1; \left( \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^2 \right] \right\} \tag{6.2}
\]

where \( R \) is half of the pore diameter of the cylindrical nanopore, \( \rho \) is the perpendicular distance between the center of a fluid molecule and the center axis of the cylinder, and \( F[\alpha, \beta; \gamma; z] \) denotes the hypergeometric series with parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \gamma \).
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for a spherical surface, the external wall potential is

\[
V_{\text{ext, sph}} = 8\pi R^2 n_s \epsilon_{sf} \left[ -\left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^6 \frac{1}{4(\rho/R)} \left( \frac{1}{(1 - \rho/R)^4} - \frac{1}{(1 + \rho/R)^4} \right) \right. \\
+ \left. \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{12} \frac{1}{10(\rho/R)} \left( \frac{1}{(1 - \rho/R)^{10}} - \frac{1}{(1 + \rho/R)^{10}} \right) \right]
\]  

(6.3)

where \( R \) is half of the pore diameter of the spherical nanocavity, and \( \rho \) is the distance between the center of a fluid molecule and the center of the cavity. Adsorption occurs only on the internal surface in our study, and a small opening is assumed to exist into the nanocavity. This small opening allows gas molecules to pass through the cavity wall while having little effect to the solid-fluid potential. For large pores, irrespective of their geometry, and a molecule close to a wall, all three potentials approach the same limit, which is

\[
V_{\text{ext}} = -\frac{2\pi n_s \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^6}{(1 - \rho/R)^4 R^4} \left[ 1 - \frac{2}{5} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}/R}{1 - \rho/R} \right)^6 \right]
\]  

(6.4)

Equations 6.1 to 6.3 are external wall potentials for single wall carbon nanopores with different geometries. To obtain the external wall potentials for multi-wall carbon surfaces, following Steele\textsuperscript{15,16} and others,\textsuperscript{7,17–19} we sum the single wall potentials layer by layer. For example, when we consider the external wall potential for the second layer of a two-layer carbon surface, a separation distance of 3.35 Å\textsuperscript{5} between the layers is added to the distance between the center of the gas molecule and the center of a carbon atom in the first layer wall to give the new interaction distance between the gas molecule and a carbon atom in the second layer wall. Then, we can obtain the total external wall potential for a two-layer carbon surface by summing the external wall potentials for the first and second layers. Finally, limiting values for the infinite layer wall are obtained when the inclusion of additional layers has no significant change on results. Thus, the solid-fluid potential will depend on both curvature effects as given by the geometry (i.e., equations 6.1–6.3) and by the number of layers included in the summation for the wall.
As in our previous paper,\textsuperscript{9} Steele’s method is adopted to calculate the isosteric heat of adsorption for all geometries using

\[ q_{st}^o = RT - N_a \frac{\int_{V^{(s)}} V_{ext}(\mathbf{r}_i) \exp[-V_{ext}(\mathbf{r}_i)/kT] \, d\mathbf{r}_i}{\int_{V^{(s)}} \exp[-V_{ext}(\mathbf{r}_i)/kT] \, d\mathbf{r}_i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

where \( R \) is the gas constant, \( T \) is absolute temperature, \( N_a \) is Avagadro’s number, \( V^{(s)} \) is the volume of the adsorbed phase, \( \mathbf{r}_i \) is the position vector, and \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant. Also, we calculate the Henry’s law constant in units of mol/(m\textsuperscript{2} Pa) using\textsuperscript{15,20}

\[ K_H = \frac{1}{ART} \int_{V^{(s)}} \{ \exp[-V_{ext}(\mathbf{r}_i)/kT] - 1 \} \, d\mathbf{r}_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

where \( A \) is the internal surface area of the pore. The pore volume basis of equation 6.6 is considered further in the appendix.

6.3 Results and Discussion

Pore width and curvature dependence of Henry’s law constant

We have calculated the Henry’s law constants for all the six gas molecules in different geometries using equation 6.6. The integrations in this paper were performed using an extended trapezoidal rule. The results for argon adsorbed in single wall carbon cylindrical nanopores at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.1 for temperatures from 70 K to 800 K. It is clear that the Henry’s law constants have single maxima for all the pore widths at any fixed temperature. The shapes of the curves are similar to what we reported for heats of adsorption in a previous paper,\textsuperscript{9} which means that the changes of isosteric heats of adsorption and Henry’s law constants have similar trends relative to the change of pore width since both are signs of adsorption affinity.

From Fig. 6.1, it is also obvious that the Henry’s law constants decrease with an increase in temperature. In order to better understand the temperature dependence
Figure 6.1: Henry’s law constant as a function of pore width for Ar adsorbed in single wall cylindrical carbon nanopores at different temperatures. T = 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800 K, increasing in the positive z direction.
of Henry’s law constants, we developed the Van’t Hoff plots (ln $K_H$ vs. $T^{-1}$) shown in Fig. 6.2 for argon adsorbed in single wall cylindrical carbon nanopores with different pore widths and in Fig. 6.3 for nitrogen adsorbed in a 5.0 Å multi-wall cylindrical carbon nanopores. The Van’t Hoff plots are non-linear in $T^{-1}$ based on equation 6.6, and some non-linear Van’t Hoff plots have been shown in the recent publications.$^7,^8$ As shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, the non-linearity of the Van’t Hoff plots becomes more apparent at high temperatures and with weak adsorption potentials.

The Henry’s law constants for argon adsorbed at 298.15 K on single wall carbon surfaces with different geometries are shown in Fig. 6.4. The maximum Henry’s law constant for the carbon surfaces with three geometries decreases from the spherical nanocavity through the cylindrical nanopore to the slit-shaped nanopore in the order of decreasing surface mean curvature.$^9$ The significant differences in the Henry’s law constants between the three geometries, especially in the small pore width region, suggest that surface curvature is as important as pore width for gas adsorption on carbon surfaces. SWCNTs, a well characterized material with cylindrical carbon nanopores, has been widely considered to have higher affinities toward gas molecules, such as hydrogen and methane, than activated carbon or microporous carbon.$^{21,22}$ This clearly shows the superiority of higher surface curvature, which leads to stronger confinement with one adsorbate molecule interacting with many adsorbent atoms, in determining the affinity of gas adsorption. Furthermore, we may anticipate that some new carbon materials with even more curved nanopore surfaces will have higher affinities toward gas molecules than SWCNTs.

The Henry’s law constants for other gases adsorbed on carbon surfaces with different geometries have also been calculated. A comparison between results in this work and results in the literature for the Henry’s law constants for different carbon surfaces is shown in Table 6.1. For this comparison, graphite was treated as a material of infinite extent with slit-shaped nanopores and a large pore width; we used 100 Å,
Figure 6.2: Van’t Hoff plots for Ar adsorbed in single wall cylindrical carbon nanopores with different pore widths.
Figure 6.3: Van’t Hoff plots for N$_2$ adsorbed in 5.0 Å multi-wall cylindrical carbon nanopores with different layers of walls.
Figure 6.4: Henry’s law constants for Ar adsorbed on single wall carbon surfaces with different geometries at 298.15 K.
Table 6.1: Henry’s law constants for single wall and multi-wall carbon surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>Corresponding model</th>
<th>Pore width H (Å)</th>
<th>T (K)</th>
<th>Unit of $K_H$</th>
<th>$\ln K_H$ (this work)</th>
<th>$\ln K_H$ (literature)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>mol/(m$^2$ Pa)</td>
<td>-26.68</td>
<td>-26.43(E)*</td>
<td>Ref$^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>mol/(m$^3$ Pa)</td>
<td>-3.96</td>
<td>-4.10(S)</td>
<td>Ref$^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWCNTs</td>
<td>1-layer cylinder</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>mol/(m$^3$ Pa)</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
<td>-2.07(S)</td>
<td>Ref$^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>mol/(m$^2$ Pa)</td>
<td>-26.93</td>
<td>-27.14(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWCNTs</td>
<td>1-layer cylinder</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>4.60(S)</td>
<td>Ref$^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>mol/(m$^2$ Pa)</td>
<td>-25.36</td>
<td>-25.70(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.89(S)</td>
<td>Ref$^8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (S) simulation data; (E) experimental data
with further increases having no effect. We show Henry’s law constants calculated to have the same units as those in the literature. Some of our results match well with the literature values, such as nitrogen adsorbed on graphite surfaces. In our study, we only consider adsorption that occurs inside an isolated SWCNT. We find a difference between our calculated Henry’s law constant and the literature value for nitrogen adsorbed in SWCNTs bundles. For the Henry’s law constants in nm,\(^7,^8\) the authors used accessible void volume, which avoided negative Henry’s law constants at high temperatures. In this paper, we have used an absolute void volume, as is common,\(^6,^{15,20}\) to calculate the Henry’s law constant. The comparison shows that using our method gives good agreement with both experimental and simulation results for most cases of normal gas adsorption on carbon surfaces with different geometries and pore widths at low to moderate temperatures. In addition, a method is presented in the appendix to help avoid the negative Henry’s law constant occurring at high temperatures without losing consistency with the current results at low to moderate temperatures by replacing the absolute void volume with an accessible void volume.

*Isosteric heats of adsorption for multi-wall carbon surfaces*

The results for the isosteric heat of adsorption as a function of pore width for argon adsorbed on multi-wall carbon surfaces at room temperature are summarized in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.7 for slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries. For the slit-shaped carbon nanopores, we compare the results between single wall carbon nanopore and multi-wall carbon nanopores. The results obtained by using Steele’s 10-4-3 potential are also included for comparison.\(^5,^{15}\) The shapes of the curves in Fig. 6.5 are similar; however, as shown in the inserted figure, the difference in the isosteric heats of adsorption for different layers varies. The contributions to the total maximum isosteric heats of adsorption from the different layers of the wall are summarized in Fig. 6.8. The contributions to the total maximum heats of adsorption
from the first layers always dominates for all three geometries. The contributions to the total maximum heat of adsorption from the same layer with different geometries varies slightly. For example, the contribution to the total maximum heat of adsorption from the second layer of the slit-shaped carbon surface is 8.4%, while the contribution from the second layer of the cylindrical carbon surface is 10.2%, and the contribution from the second layer of the spherical carbon surface is 11.1%. From Fig. 6.8a, it is clear that 97.3% of the total maximum heat of adsorption is due to the first and second layers for multi-wall carbon slit-shaped surface, while 99.9% of the total maximum heat of adsorption occurs by the seventh layer. After the seventh layer, the contributions from additional layers to the total maximum heat of adsorption are very small. These findings are consistent with the trends found by Fischer et al.\textsuperscript{17} and Do et al.\textsuperscript{7}

We also notice that for the multi-wall carbon slit-shaped surface, the total maximum heat of adsorption obtained by using Steele’s 10-4-3 potential is about 99.7% of the result for infinite layers. Steele derived the 10-4-3 potential for gas adsorption on graphite because integrating the LJ potential over just a few layers of carbon atom sheets did not give good results. The 10-4-3 potential was developed by combining the first terms of the infinite sum of LJ potentials over wall layers with a fitting term that gives a good approximation for the total summation of the LJ potentials. In our work, we did not truncate terms and the summation was continued until no significant difference could be found between consecutive layers. In other words, our results for slit-shaped carbon surface with infinite layers of walls are closer to the exact results than those obtained by using Steele’s 10-4-3 potential. Our calculation results verify his choice and show the accuracy of the 10-4-3 potential.

The results for argon adsorbed in multi-wall cylindrical carbon nanopores and spherical nanocavities are similar to the slit-shaped nanopores except the isosteric heats of adsorption are higher, which is caused by the larger surface mean curvatures
of cylinders and spheres.\textsuperscript{9} From Fig. 6.8b for the cylindrical geometry, 96.5\% of the total maximum heat of adsorption is due to the first and second layers while 99.9\% of the total maximum heat of adsorption has occurred by the seventh layer, which is the same as found for the carbon slit-shaped surface. From Fig. 6.8c for the spherical geometry, 95.7\% of the total maximum heat of adsorption is due to the first and second layers, and 99.8\% of the total maximum heat of adsorption has occurred by the seventh layer.

Importantly, the pore widths corresponding to the maximum heats of adsorption are essentially the same for carbon walls with different numbers of layers but the same geometries. For example, only a 0.01 Å difference is found between the locations of the maxima for the single wall cylindrical carbon nanopores and the infinite layer multi-wall cylindrical carbon nanopores. Therefore, the generally plots we presented in previous papers\textsuperscript{5,9} for the prediction of pore width where maximum heats of adsorption occur for single wall carbon surfaces are also applicable for multi-wall carbon surfaces. In addition, for multilayer large pores with all the three geometries, the external wall potentials approach to the same asymptote as shown in equation 6.4.

Adsorption of other gases such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen, and helium in multi-wall carbon surfaces for all the three geometries show trends in heat of adsorption similar to argon. Some of our results are compared with those of microporous carbon and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) from the literature in Table 6.2. For the multi-wall carbon slit-shaped nanopore model, our results agree very well with literature values for hydrogen and reasonable well for nitrogen. For the multi-wall carbon cylindrical nanopore model, our results do not match most of the experimental results in the literature for carbon nanotubes. One possible reason may be that the experimental isosteric heats of adsorption obtained in the literature are not in the Henry’s law region, for which the heat of adsorption is usually larger than for other regions. Secondly, some experimental samples used in the literature would
contain impurities which can affect the heat of adsorption.\textsuperscript{26} Thirdly, we consider the heat of adsorption on the inside wall of an isolated MWCNTs. We note that in some studies carbon nanotube bundles have been considered. Narrow gaps between carbon nanotubes can lead to higher heats of adsorption while the outside walls of carbon nanotubes lead to lower heats of adsorption than those for adsorption on the inside walls.\textsuperscript{7} Our results agree reasonably well with some simulations in the literature for argon adsorption on double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs). It is worth mentioning that we used a simpler model here than the GCMC model used in some studies in the literature, and we achieve similar results.

As is already known, the MWCNTs have stronger external wall potentials than SWCNTs because of the superposition of potentials. Naturally, the isosteric heats of adsorption we obtained for MWCNTs are higher than SWCNTs at the same pore width. However, most of the isosteric heats of adsorption reported in the literature for MWCNTs are smaller than those of SWCNTs. That is because the MWCNTs usually have large inner pore widths from 10 to 500 Å,\textsuperscript{27} while SWCNTs often have much smaller pore widths. SWCNTs with a 3 Å inner pore width have been successfully synthesized.\textsuperscript{28} The isosteric heat of adsorption is a very strong function of the pore width, so this can explain why MWCNTs of significantly larger pore width have lower isosteric heats of adsorption while having stronger external wall potentials. However, since MWCNTs have stronger external wall potentials than SWCNTs at the same pore width, MWCNTs with comparable pore widths and the same inside wall surface area as SWCNTs would provide stronger adsorption sites than SWCNTs. Some DWCNTs with a 4 Å inner pore width have recently been synthesized by using SWCNTs as growth templates,\textsuperscript{29} which suggests the possibility of creating MWCNTs with comparable pore widths to SWCNTs.
Figure 6.5: Isosteric heats of adsorption as a function of pore width for Ar adsorbed in multi-wall slit-shaped carbon nanopores at room temperature. Results obtained by using Steele’s 10-4-3 potential are included for comparison. The inserted figure is a magnified image. The curves are labeled from top to bottom.
Figure 6.6: Isosteric heats of adsorption as a function of pore width for Ar adsorbed in multi-wall cylindrical carbon nanopores at room temperature. The inserted figure is a magnified image. The curves are labeled from top to bottom.
Figure 6.7: Isosteric heats of adsorption as a function of pore width for Ar adsorbed in multi-wall spherical carbon nanopores at room temperature. The inserted figure is a magnified image. The curves are labeled from top to bottom.
Figure 6.8: The contributions to the total maximum isosteric heats of adsorption from different layer of walls for Ar adsorbed on multi-wall carbon surfaces. (a) slit-shaped geometry; (b) cylindrical geometry; (c) spherical geometry.
Table 6.2: Isosteric heats of adsorption at zero loading for multi-wall carbon surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>Corresponding model</th>
<th>Pore width H (Å)</th>
<th>T (K)</th>
<th>$q^o_{st}$ (this work) (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$q^o_{st}$ (literature) (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>Microporous carbon</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>7.50(E)*</td>
<td>Ref$^{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activated carbon</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>4.80(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{25}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MWCNTs</td>
<td>Inf. layer cylinder</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>1.73(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MWCNTs*</td>
<td>Inf. layer cylinder</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>2.89(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>Activated carbon</td>
<td>Inf. layer slit</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>11.6(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{25}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>MWCNTs*</td>
<td>Inf. layer cylinder</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>3.01(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DWCNTs</td>
<td>2-layer cylinder</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>12.0(S)</td>
<td>Ref$^{7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DWCNTs</td>
<td>2-layer cylinder</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>14.36</td>
<td>14.0(S)</td>
<td>Ref$^{7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>MWCNTs*</td>
<td>Inf. layer cylinder</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>2.94(E)</td>
<td>Ref$^{26}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (S) simulation data; (E) experimental data

* with carbon impurities
6.4 Conclusions

The isosteric heat of adsorption and Henry’s law constant have been calculated on multi-wall carbon surfaces with different geometries using a simple summation method for several gas molecules. The pore width, surface mean curvature, and temperature dependences of Henry’s law constant have been investigated in this paper. Single maxima have been found for the Henry’s law constant for carbon surfaces with different geometries. Pore width and surface mean curvature play essential roles in determining the Henry's law constants.

The isosteric heats of adsorption for multi-wall carbon nanopores are higher than those of single wall carbon nanopores given the same pore width. Importantly, the pore widths corresponding to the maximum heats of adsorption do not change significantly for carbon walls with different numbers of layers for the same geometry. Larger surface mean curvature still leads to a larger heat of adsorption for multi-wall carbon surfaces. The first layer of wall contributes most to the maximum heat of adsorption in a multilayer wall. For argon adsorbed on multi-wall carbon surfaces, over 95% of the total maximum heat of adsorption comes from the first two layers of the wall, and over 99% derives from the first seven layers of the wall. Our results for isosteric heats of adsorption and Henry’s law constants agree reasonably well with experimental and simulation results in the literature.
Appendix

As discussed in the main text, the calculated Henry’s law constant is negative for small pores at high temperatures. This is due to the use of absolute void volumes in the analysis, which historically has been the common approach. This appendix shows how to convert results from an absolute void volume basis to an accessible void volume basis, thereby avoiding the negative Henry’s law constants.

The Henry’s law constant is the ratio of the excess adsorption amount over the pressure when both are approaching zero. Henry’s law constants based on absolute void volumes and accessible void volumes both account for the excess adsorption but do so with allowance for the different volumes. The Henry’s law constant given by equation 6.6, noting the two terms of the equation in braces, is of the form

\[ K_{H}^{(\text{abs})} = \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{n}{P} - \frac{\bar{n}^{(\text{abs})}}{P} \right) = \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{n}{P} - \frac{V^{(\text{abs})}}{RT} \right) \] (6.7)

where \( \bar{n}^{(\text{abs})} \) and \( V^{(\text{abs})} \) are the fluid-phase molar density and the adsorbent specific absolute volume. Alternatively, a Henry’s law constant based on the accessible volume of the adsorbent is

\[ K_{H}^{(\text{acc})} = \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{n}{P} - \frac{\bar{n}^{(\text{acc})}}{P} \right) = \frac{1}{A} \left( \frac{n}{P} - \frac{V^{(\text{acc})}}{RT} \right) \] (6.8)

Thus, for the difference in Henry’s law constants, we have simply,

\[ \Delta K_{H} = K_{H}^{(\text{acc})} - K_{H}^{(\text{abs})} = \frac{V^{(\text{abs})} - V^{(\text{acc})}}{ART} = \frac{V^{(\text{inacc})}}{ART} \] (6.9)

where \( V^{(\text{inacc})} \) is the specific inaccessible volume of the adsorbent.

Following Do et al., we choose the dividing surface for the accessible void volume to be the surface where the solid-fluid potential (i.e., the external wall potential \( V_{\text{ext}} \) in this paper) is zero. The region of inaccessible volume is then bounded by this
dividing surface and the outermost surface of the absolute void volume. Equation 6.9 can then be written

\[ \Delta K_H = K_H^{(acc)} - K_H^{(abs)} = \frac{1}{ART} \int_{V_{\text{acc}}} \left\{ 1 - \left( \frac{R_1}{R_2} \right)^n \right\} d\mathbf{r}_i \]  

(6.10)

where \( R_1 \) is the distance between the center of the pore axis and the center of the atom on the dividing surface, \( R_2 \) is the distance between the center of the pore axis and the center of the atom on the outermost surface of the absolute void volume, and \( n = 1, 2, \) and 3 for slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries, respectively. Using equation 6.9 or 6.10 gives for the three geometries

\[ \Delta K_{H, \text{slit}} = \frac{1}{RT} (R_2 - R_1) \]  

(6.11)

\[ \Delta K_{H, \text{cyl}} = \frac{1}{RT} \frac{R_2^2 - R_1^2}{2R_2} \]  

(6.12)

\[ \Delta K_{H, \text{sph}} = \frac{1}{RT} \frac{R_2^3 - R_1^3}{3R_2^2} \]  

(6.13)

Thus, it is clear from these equations that \((RT/R_2)\Delta K_H\) is given as a simple function of \(R_1/R_2\) for the three geometries.

Values of \(R_1/R_2\) were determined as a function of \(\sigma_{sf}/R_2\) for a single layer wall for all three geometries and are shown in Fig. 6.9. These were obtained by solving equations 7.2-7.4 with \(V_{\text{ext}} = 0\), \(\rho = R_1\), and \(R = R_2\). The slope of the large pore asymptote shown in Fig. 6.9 for all three geometries corresponds to \(R_2 - R_1 = 0.8584 \sigma_{sf}\). Thus, the thickness of the layer of inaccessible volume is somewhat less than \(\sigma_{sf}\) as the result of the Lennard-Jones potential and the attraction of the molecule by multiple carbon atoms in the first layer of the wall.
Figure 6.9: Positions of surfaces where zero solid-fluid potentials occur for gas molecules adsorbed in single layer carbon pores with different geometries.
Figure 6.10: Difference between the Henry’s law constants obtained by using accessible void volume and absolute void volume for Ar adsorbed in single wall carbon cylindrical nanopores with different geometries and pore widths.
As an example, consider the adsorption of argon in single wall carbon nanopores. Values of $RT \Delta K_H$ were calculated as a function of pore width for all there geometries. Results are shown in Fig. 6.10. Henry’s law constants obtained by using the accessible void volume are close to the results obtained by using the absolute void volume, with $K_H^{(acc)}$ being slightly larger than $K_H^{(abs)}$, because inaccessible volume is always present. As shown in Fig. 6.10, for the cylindrical and spherical geometries, as the pore width increases, the difference in Henry’s law constants increases; the primary reason for this is the increase in the total inaccessible volume for these geometries created by the expansion of wall area with increasing pore width. The differences between the two Henry’s law constants we obtained here are consistent with results in the literature.\textsuperscript{7,8} At high temperatures (e.g., 1000 K), where potentially negative values can be obtained for Henry’s law constants based on the absolute void volume, the Henry’s law constants calculated by using the accessible void volume are small positive values.
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CHAPTER VII

ACCESSIBLE VOLUME FOR ADSORPTION IN CARBON NANOPORES OF DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES AND WALL THICKNESSES

7.1 Introduction

The Henry’s law constant of an adsorption isotherm and the isosteric heat of adsorption are important measures of gas adsorption affinity. Besides direct measurements and evaluation using isotherm data, theoretical calculations of Henry’s law constants and isosteric heats of adsorption based on statistical thermodynamics are numerous. The selection of an appropriate pore volume and pore radius for the calculation of these properties is important. For example, the equation that Steele and others adopted to calculate the Henry’s law constant is based on an absolute void volume, which causes the Henry’s law constant at high temperatures to be negative, as first discovered by Do and coworkers. The negative Henry’s law constant can be avoided by replacing the absolute void volume with an accessible pore volume.

Do et al. proposed that the outer boundary of the accessible pore volume be where the external wall potential is zero for Lennard-Jones (LJ) gas molecules in the limit of zero loading. The accessible void volume was then determined using Monte Carlo integration. Do and coauthors also defined an accessible pore size as the diameter of the largest sphere than can be put inside the accessible volume using a Tri-POD method. They pointed out that accessible pore radius and accessible pore volume vary for gas molecules with different LJ parameters.

In this paper, we adopt the definition of accessible pore volume of Do et al. and apply it to planar, cylindrical, and spherical geometries. We investigate the effects of pore radius or half width, pore geometry, and the number of carbon layers forming the pore wall on the accessible pore radius or half width. The results of our
geometrical method can be easily applied to estimate accessible pore volumes for LJ molecules adsorbed in a wide variety of carbon nanopores.

7.2 Theory

Slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical single wall carbon nanopore and graphene model potentials and parameters are taken from the literature.\textsuperscript{6,7,14,15} Gas molecules and carbon atoms are described by a single site model. The carbon atoms are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the wall with specific surface number densities. As in our previous papers,\textsuperscript{7,8} adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are neglected because of the infinitesimal gas concentration in the Henry’s law region. The site-to-site interactions are described by the LJ potential. The LJ parameters and properties used in this paper is listed in Table 7.1.\textsuperscript{7}

Averaged external wall potentials are obtained by integrating the pairwise LJ potential over the inner spaces of the pores to account for all carbon atoms for a flat plane, a slit-shaped pore, a cylindrical pore, and a spherical cavity\textsuperscript{14,15}

For the various geometries, the distance between the centers of the carbon atoms on opposing walls of the pore will be referred to as pore diameter, and $R$ is half of the pore diameter, i.e., the perpendicular distance from the center of a carbon atom to the opposing wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argon</td>
<td>$\sigma_{sf} = 3.35$ Å</td>
<td>Ref\textsuperscript{6,16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\epsilon_{sf}/k = 55.0$ K</td>
<td>Ref\textsuperscript{6,16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>$\sigma_{ss} = 3.38$ Å</td>
<td>Ref\textsuperscript{6,9,16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>layer spacing = 3.35 Å</td>
<td>Ref\textsuperscript{6,9,16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_s$</td>
<td>sphere = 4.10$\times 10^{19}$ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>Ref\textsuperscript{7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others = 3.82$\times 10^{19}$ m$^{-2}$</td>
<td>Ref\textsuperscript{7,17}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
atom to the center axis of the pore. \( \rho \) is the perpendicular distance from the center axis of the pore to the center of a fluid molecule. We assume that adsorption occurs only on the internal surface of the pores, except for graphene which has adsorption on a single side. Furthermore, a small opening is assumed to exist into a spherical nanocavity; this allows gas molecules to pass through the cavity wall while having little effect on the overall solid-fluid potential.

For a planar graphene surface, the external wall potential is given by

\[
V_{\text{ext, graphene}} = 8\pi n_s \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^2 \left[ \frac{1}{10} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{10} \left( 1 - \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-10} - \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{4} \left( 1 - \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-4} \right] \tag{7.1}
\]

where \( n_s \) is the carbon number density (atoms per unit pore surface area). \( \epsilon_{sf} \) and \( \sigma_{sf} \) are the solid-fluid well depth potential and the solid-fluid collision diameter and are often evaluated using the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules, i.e., \( \epsilon_{sf} = (\epsilon_{ss} \epsilon_{ff})^{1/2} \) and \( \sigma_{sf} = (\sigma_{ss} + \sigma_{ff})/2 \). Equation 7.1 has been written using notation that allows easy comparison with pore geometries. For the graphene sheet, the normal distance of a gas molecule from the center of the plane of carbon atoms in the smooth wall is \( R - \rho \).

The remaining potentials are more complicated because of the effects of surrounding walls. For the parallel-sided slit-shaped pore, the external wall potential is given by

\[
V_{\text{ext, slit}} = 8\pi n_s \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^2 \left\{ \frac{1}{10} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{10} \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-10} + \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-10} \right] \right. \\
\left. - \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{4} \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-4} + \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-4} \right] \right\} \tag{7.2}
\]

Similarly, for cylindrical geometry, we have

\[
V_{\text{ext, cyl}} = n_s \pi^2 \epsilon_{sf} \sigma_{sf}^2 \left\{ \frac{63}{32} \frac{R - \rho}{\sigma_{sf}} \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-10} \times F \left[ -\frac{9}{2}, -\frac{9}{2}; 1; \left( \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^2 \right] \right. \\
\left. - 3 \frac{R - \rho}{\sigma_{sf}} \left( 1 + \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^{-4} \times F \left[ -\frac{3}{2}, -\frac{3}{2}; 1; \left( \frac{\rho}{R} \right)^2 \right] \right\} \tag{7.3}
\]

where \( F[\alpha, \beta; \gamma; z] \) is the hypergeometric series with parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \gamma \). Finally,
for a spherical surface, the external wall potential is

\[ V_{\text{ext, sph}} = 8\pi R^2 n_s \varepsilon_{sf} \left[ -\left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^6 \frac{1}{4(\rho/R)} \left( \frac{1}{(1-\rho/R)^4} - \frac{1}{(1+\rho/R)^4} \right) + \left( \frac{\sigma_{sf}}{R} \right)^{12} \frac{1}{10(\rho/R)} \left( \frac{1}{(1-\rho/R)^{10}} - \frac{1}{(1+\rho/R)^{10}} \right) \right] \]  

Equations 7.2 to 7.4 are external wall potentials for single wall carbon nanopores with different geometries. To obtain the external wall potentials for multi-wall carbon surfaces, following Steele\textsuperscript{20,21} and others,\textsuperscript{10,22–24} we sum the single wall potentials layer by layer as described in our previous paper.\textsuperscript{8} Thus, the external wall potentials, whether they are for a wall with a single carbon layer or several layers, are obtained by adding together all two body interactions between a gas molecule and all carbon atoms. Finally, limiting values for the infinite layer wall are obtained when the inclusion of additional layers has no effect on results to the accuracy shown. Thus, the external wall potential will depend both on curvature effects as given by the geometry (i.e., equations 7.1–7.4) and on the number of layers included in the summation for the wall.

Following Do et al.,\textsuperscript{11,12} the accessible pore radius is defined as the distance between the center of a pore and the center of a gas molecule located where the external wall potential is zero. Our notation is shown in Fig. 7.1. $R_2$ is the pore radius, or the distance from the center of the pore to the center of carbon atom on the wall. $R_1$ is the accessible pore radius, or the distance from the center of the pore to the center of a gas molecule located where the external wall potential is zero.

Our calculations are based on argon. Similar calculations can be performed for other probe molecules.
Figure 7.1: Schematic for definition of accessible pore radius.
7.3 Results and Discussion

Accessible pore space for pores with single layer walls

The accessible pore half width or radius for argon adsorbed on graphene and in pores with single layer walls of slit-shaped, cylindrical and spherical geometries were obtained by determining the location where external wall potentials are zero. In solving Equations 7.1–7.4, $\rho$ and $R$ are set to $R_1$ and $R_2$, respectively.

Fig. 7.2 shows the width of the inaccessible space next to the wall for a graphene layer and for single walled pores of the three geometries. Results are plotted in a dimensionless way by normalizing with respect to the solid-fluid collision diameter. The $x$-axis is the dimensionless pore radius. The $y$-axis is the dimensionless difference between the pore radius and the accessible pore radius or, equivalently, the dimensionless thickness of the inaccessible pore space at the pore wall. This variable indicates how close the center of a gas molecule can approach the center of a carbon atom. As shown in Fig. 7.2, the dimensionless inaccessible space for graphene is constant, always 0.8584, which can be determined from the external wall potential for the graphene, Equation 7.1. Do et al.\textsuperscript{24} first reported zero positions for gas adsorbed on flat surfaces with single and multilayer walls. The zero potential position was found at 0.8584 $\sigma_{sf}$ for a flat surface with single layer wall.

Note that for a gas molecule interacting with a single carbon atom, the zero potential position occurs at $R_2 - R_1 = \sigma_{sf}$, i.e., at a dimensionless inaccessible pore space of unity. For the graphene sheet, this position is closer to the wall, at 0.8584. This results from the repulsion of the gas molecule by the closest carbon atoms in the graphene sheet being exactly balanced by attraction of the gas molecule by carbon atoms farther away in the graphene sheet.

For the three pore geometries shown in Fig. 7.2, the inaccessible pore space approaches 0.8584 asymptotically as the pore size increases. In this limit, the pore
Figure 7.2: Inaccessible pore space for Ar adsorbed on graphene and in pores with slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical geometries as a function of pore diameter.
sizes become so large that the differences in surface curvatures for the different geometries disappear and the gas molecule is effectively interacting with a single planar wall. Thus, all systems approach the behavior of the single graphene sheet at very large radii.

The slit-shaped carbon pore with single layer walls is composed of two parallel planes of graphene. In contrast to the results for a single layer of graphene, the inaccessible space for the slit-shaped pore has a minimum in the inaccessible pore space as shown in Fig. 7.2. This minimum is \( (R_2 - R_1)/\sigma_{sf} = 0.8242 \) and occurs at a dimensionless pore radius of 0.9157. This minimum can be explained by a superposition effect involving the two walls as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. The pores have two walls, Wall A and Wall B, as indicated by vertical lines. We first consider the gas molecule to be closer to Wall A. Again, the interaction potential between the carbon atoms of the wall and the gas molecule is an integrated LJ potential which is composed of two parts, an attractive potential and a repulsive potential. The attractive potential acts over a longer range than the steeper repulsive potential. As shown in the first diagram of Fig. 7.3, with the walls far apart and the gas molecule close to Wall A, the carbon atoms on Wall B have no significant effect and the gas molecule can penetrate into the carbon wall to a position where the repulsive potential is balanced by the attractive potential giving the dimensionless inaccessible pore space of 0.8584 of the single graphene sheet. As the pore width decreases further, with Wall B moving toward Wall A as shown in the second diagram of Fig. 7.3, the net potential between the gas molecule and Wall B becomes attractive and this can be balanced by a net repulsive potential between the gas molecule and Wall A in order for the total potential determining accessibility to be zero. Thus, the gas molecule at the zero potential boundary will be closer to Wall A than it was in the first diagram. This explains the decrease in the dimensionless inaccessible pore space of the slit-shaped pore from the large pore asymptote. As Wall B continues to approach Wall A, as
shown in the third diagram of Fig. 7.3, a limit is reached for the zero potential surface to exist in the pore. Interestingly, this occurs at the inaccessible pore space distance of 0.8584 on each wall that was found for the single graphene sheet. At this location, attractive and repulsive potentials between the gas molecule and each of the walls are in perfect balance. If the gas molecule were to move towards either wall, then the net repulsive potential with that wall would be greater than the net attractive potential with the other wall because of the steepness of the LJ repulsive potential. Thus, the inaccessible space at a pore wall of the smallest accessible slit-shaped pore is identical to the inaccessible space adjoining the graphene sheet. The curve for the single walled slit-shaped begins and ends at \((R_2 - R_1)/\sigma_{sf} = 0.8584\).

The results for cylindrical and spherical pores are different from that of the slit-shaped pore as shown in Fig. 7.2. The curve for the cylindrical pore has a shallower and broader minimum than the slit-shaped pore, and the curve for the spherical pore does not even have a minimum. These results can be ascribed to the different surface mean curvatures of the various carbon nanopores. Obviously, the spherical surface has the largest mean curvature among the three geometries given the same pore radius. As is apparent from Fig. 7.1, for a fixed pore dimension, a larger surface mean curvature gives a larger number of carbon atoms close to the gas molecule that influence it strongly in 3-D space.\(^{25}\) Therefore, when the pore radius decreases from a middle range to a small value for a cylindrical pore, in comparison to the slit-shaped pore a larger number of carbon atoms are present nearby to contribute to the repulsive potential at a relatively larger pore dimension. The minimum then, which balances the net attractive and repulsive potentials, occurs at a larger pore dimension than for the slit-shaped pore. In addition, the curve for the cylindrical pore increases sharply when the dimensionless pore radius is less than unity, because the number of carbon atoms that contribute repulsive potentials increases sharply when the pore radius is smaller than \(\sigma_{sf}\). Similarly, the dimensionless inaccessible pore space continues to
Figure 7.3: Effect of reducing pore radius on accessible volume for slit-shaped pores. Left: walls far apart, $R_2 - R_1 = 0.8584 \sigma_{sf}$. Middle: wall B attracting, $R_2 - R_1 < 0.8584 \sigma_{sf}$. Right: tightest accessible pore, $R_2 - R_1 = 0.8584 \sigma_{sf}$. 
increase with a decrease in pore size for the cylindrical pore until it terminates at $R_2/\sigma_{sf} = 1.0727$, where $(R_2 - R_1)/\sigma_{sf} = 0.9312$ with the zero potential surface being simply the pore axis.

The spherical pore has an even larger surface mean curvature than the cylindrical pore. As shown in Fig. 7.2, no minimum is found for the inaccessible pore space. As the size of this spherical nanocavity shrinks, the width of this space increases rapidly. The curve terminates at $R_2/\sigma_{sf} = 1$ at which point $(R_2 - R_1)/\sigma_{sf} = 1$. At that point, the gas molecule is at zero potential at the center of the spherical cavity. The attractive and repulsive potentials are balanced for interaction with each individual carbon atom forming the spherical nanocavity. The distance of the gas molecule from the wall is exactly that given by the LJ potential at zero potential for the interaction of the gas molecule with a single carbon atom. The spherical pore has the largest width of inaccessible pore space followed by the cylindrical pore and then the slit-shaped pore.

**Effect of number of wall layers on the accessible pore space**

In addition to considering pores with single layer walls, accessible pore spaces were also investigated for pores with multilayer walls. As mentioned previously, for this case, the position of the zero external wall potential depends also on the spacing between carbon layers.

Results for multilayer slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical pores are shown in Figs. 7.4-7.6. Pores with multilayer walls have smaller inaccessible pore spaces compared with pores with single layer walls at fixed pore sizes. This a result of attraction between the gas molecule and carbon atoms in layers beyond the first. Net attractive and repulsive potentials are in balance with the gas molecule being closer to the pore wall. However, layers beyond the second do not cause significant changes in the results. For a particular geometry, curves for pores with two or more layers
give almost the same results. This is consistent with a prior result of Do et al.\textsuperscript{24} for slit-shaped pores, who also found that the zero position depends on the ratio of the distance between carbon layers to $\sigma_{sf}$.

Values of maximum and minimum inaccessible pore spaces for pores with different geometries and numbers of wall layers are summarized in Table 7.2. It is clear that the difference in the maximum and minimum dimensionless inaccessible pore widths between consecutive layers decreases with increasing numbers of layers, as would be expected. For a fixed size pore, the spherical pore has the largest dimensionless inaccessible pore width followed by the cylindrical and slit-shaped pores. The results shows that, for the same $R_2$, pores with slit-shaped geometry are more accessible than those with cylindrical and spherical geometries.

For pores with slit-shaped and cylindrical geometries, the minimum in the curve for inaccessible pore space occurs at approximately the same value of $R_2$ for pores with single and multilayer walls. Although the effect is slight and not readily apparent in Fig. 7.6, spherical pores with multilayer walls have very shallow minima, in contrast to the single wall spherical pores which showed no minimum. The outer shells, being curved less than the first shell, help to balance attractive and repulsive forces for a molecule closer to the wall. Evidence of this effect is found further in the termination of the curves at values of $R_2/\sigma_{sf}$ slightly less than unity.
Figure 7.4: Inaccessible pore space for slit-shaped pores with multilayered walls.
Figure 7.5: Inaccessible pore space for cylindrical pores with multilayered walls.
Figure 7.6: Inaccessible pore space for spherical pores with multilayered walls.
Table 7.2: Limiting dimensionless inaccessible pore spaces for pores with different geometries and numbers of wall layers. Values are \((R_2 - R_1)/\sigma_{sf}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers of wall</th>
<th>Slit-shaped pore</th>
<th>Cylindrical pore</th>
<th>Spherical pore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8242</td>
<td>0.8584</td>
<td>0.8508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8179</td>
<td>0.8522</td>
<td>0.8426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8168</td>
<td>0.8512</td>
<td>0.8411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8164</td>
<td>0.8508</td>
<td>0.8410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td>0.8161</td>
<td>0.8506</td>
<td>0.8401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4 Conclusions

A geometric method was used to study accessible pore space as a function of pore dimension for slit-shaped, cylindrical, and spherical carbon pores. Pores walls with single layers and multiple layers of carbon were considered.

The inaccessible pore space at the pore wall was found to depend on both pore geometry and number of wall layers. Surface mean curvature was found to be quite important in determining the relationship between the accessible pore space and the pore dimension when the pore size is comparable to the size of the adsorbate. In general, pores with small surface mean curvature are more accessible to gas molecule than those with larger surface mean curvature given the same characteristic pore dimension. Slit-shaped pores have less inaccessible pore space at the wall than cylindrical pores, which have less inaccessible space than spherical pores. Pores with multilayer walls have less inaccessible pore space than pores with a single wall. Adding layers to the wall helps to increase the size of the accessible pore space, but this effect is quite small after the second layer for pores of all three geometries.

For very large pores with a single layer wall, the dimensionless accessible pore space is not sensitive to the pore radius and a universal limit for the width of the inaccessible pore space exists for the different geometries because of the diminishing surface mean curvatures of the geometries. In this limit, all pores behave like a single sheet of graphene.

Limits were determined for the smallest pores having accessible space. For the slit-shaped pore with a single wall, the minimum pore half width is 0.8584 $\sigma_{sf}$, which is also the width of the inaccessible layer at the wall for a single graphene sheet. In contrast, the minimum radius of a spherical pore with accessible space is $\sigma_{sf}$, the Lennard-Jones collision diameter.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This dissertation includes research on using MOFs to capture carbon dioxide from flue gases generated from coal-fired power plants and research on studying thermodynamic properties of gas adsorption in carbon nanopores with different geometries and number of wall layers. In the carbon dioxide capture study, over 30 MOF candidates were screened for the highest carbon dioxide capacities at the point of interest (POI), 0.1 atm CO₂ and 100 °F. HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC were selected as the best candidates for kinetics and water effect studies. Also, simulated flue gas conditioning effects on the carbon dioxide adsorption in HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC were investigated. Finally, Ni/DOBDC was modified with pyridine and the modification effects on H₂O and CO₂ adsorption in Ni/DOBDC were studied.

In the thermodynamic properties calculation study, isosteric heats of adsorption and Henry’s law constants for six gas molecules adsorbed in carbon nanopores at zero loading were considered. Effects of geometry and number of wall layers on these thermodynamic properties were examined and general plots were developed to estimate pore diameters where maximum heats of adsorption occur for light gases adsorbed in carbon nanopores. An accessible pore volume was proposed to improve the calculation results of adsorption properties. Pore radius, geometry, and number of wall layer effects on the accessible pore radius were investigated as well.

The principal findings of this research are:

**Carbon dioxide capture from flue gases by using MOFs**

- We found no correlation between CO₂ capacity of a MOF sample and its surface area or pore volume. CO₂ capacities at the POI for most of the MOFs considered follow a similar trend to the average isosteric heats of adsorption.
High CO₂ capacities generally corresponding to high heats of adsorption in the low pressure range.

- The DOBDC series of MOFs with unsaturated metal centers (UMCs) in their structures are very good for CO₂ adsorption, especially in the low pressure range, because UMCs offer extra adsorption sites for CO₂ adsorption and enhance the heat of adsorption.

- CO₂ mass transfer rates for MOF pellets of HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC are fast. The CSFR method can distinguish among different mass transfer resistances. Macropore diffusion was determined to be the rate controlling mechanism for CO₂ adsorption in both HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC pellets after comparing and analyzing results for pellets with different thicknesses.

- Adsorption equilibria of CO₂, H₂O, and CO₂/H₂O were studied for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC. Large CO₂ capacities are found at 25 °C and 0.1 atm CO₂ partial pressure. They are 0.55, 3.28, and 5.65 mol/kg for HKUST-1, Ni/DOBDC, and Mg/DOBDC pellets, respectively. Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC have higher CO₂ capacities than the benchmark zeolites NaX and 5A at 25 °C and 0.1 atm.

- Adsorbed water vapor impacts CO₂ adsorption in the MOFs. A small amount of H₂O does not decrease and may actually increase the CO₂ capacity of HKUST-1. H₂O does not affect CO₂ adsorption on HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC samples as much as on 5A and NaX zeolites, and H₂O would be more easily removed from the MOFs by regeneration. Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC retain substantial CO₂ capacities with moderate H₂O loadings. Considering the less intensive regeneration processes compared with the benchmark zeolites and substantial CO₂ capacities under moist conditions, Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC may have a promising future for capturing CO₂ from flue gases provided that costs are...
not prohibitive. Ni/DOBDC is more stable than Mg/DOBDC although it has a lower CO$_2$ capacity at 0.1 atm. However, the overall stability of the DOBDC series of MOFs does not appear to be as good as many of the zeolites.

- Pyridine modification decreases the surface area and the carbon dioxide capacities at the POI for Ni/DOBDC. However, pyridine modified Ni/DOBDC has smaller water capacities than unmodified Ni/DOBDC. The selectivity between water and carbon dioxide dramatically decreases from 5260 for regular Ni/DOBDC to 206 for pyridine modified Ni/DOBDC. When the relative humidity is about 45%, pyridine modified Ni/DOBDC has a carbon dioxide capacity of 0.23 mol/kg and unmodified Ni/DOBDC has a carbon dioxide capacity of 0.10 mol/kg at 25 °C and 0.1 atm.

**Thermodynamic properties calculation for gases adsorbed in carbon nanopores**

- The isosteric heat of adsorption in the Henry’s law region can be calculated as a function of pore radius for light gas molecules adsorbed in both carbon single wall cylindrical nanopores and spherical nanocavities.

- General plots have been generated to conveniently predict pore diameters corresponding to the maximum isosteric heats of adsorption for non-polar or weakly polar molecules adsorbed in carbon nanopores. These plots show constant relationships for straightforward estimation of pore diameters at which maximum isosteric heats of adsorption occur.

- The spherical carbon surface is the most attractive surface for gas molecules in the small pore region because of its large surface mean curvature. Differences in surface mean curvature lead to different maximum isosteric heats of adsorption for gas adsorbed in pores with different geometries. The effects of surface curvature disappears gradually as the pore size increases.
• The isosteric heats of adsorption for multi-wall carbon nanopores are higher than those of single wall carbon nanopores given the same pore width. Importantly, the pore widths corresponding to the maximum heats of adsorption do not change significantly for carbon walls with different numbers of layers for the same geometry. Larger surface mean curvature still leads to a larger heat of adsorption for multi-wall carbon surfaces. The first layer of wall contributes most to the maximum heat of adsorption in a multilayer wall. For argon adsorbed on multi-wall carbon surfaces, over 95% of the total maximum heat of adsorption comes from the first two layers of the wall, and over 99% derives from the first seven layers of the wall. Our results for isosteric heats of adsorption and Henry’s law constants agree reasonably well with experimental and simulation results in the literature.

• The inaccessible pore space at the pore wall was found to depend on both pore geometry and number of wall layers. Surface mean curvature was found to be quite important in determining the relationship between the accessible pore space and the pore dimension when the pore size is comparable to the size of the adsorbate. In general, pores with small surface mean curvature are more accessible to gas molecule than those with larger surface mean curvature given the same characteristic pore dimension. Adding layers to the wall helps to increase the size of the accessible pore space, but this effect is quite small after the second layer for pores of all three geometries.

• For very large pores with a single layer wall, the dimensionless accessible pore space is not sensitive to the pore radius and a universal limit for the width of the inaccessible pore space exists for the different geometries because of the diminishing surface mean curvatures of the geometries. In this limit, all pores behave like a single sheet of graphene.
• Limits were determined for the smallest pores having accessible space. For the slit-shaped pore with a single wall, the minimum pore radius is $0.8584 \sigma_{sf}$, which is also the width of the inaccessible layer at the wall for a single graphene sheet. In contrast, the minimum radius of a spherical pore with accessible space is $\sigma_{sf}$, the Lennard-Jones solid-fluid collision diameter.

There are opportunities for some of this work to be extended. My recommendations for future research are as follows:

**Carbon dioxide capture from flue gases by using MOFs**

• Compared with zeolites, MOFs have relatively lower hydrothermal stabilities which limits their applications in industry. It may be possible to combine the MOF structures with other stable phases to produce some composite material that take advantage of the MOFs’ high gas capacities and the other phases’ enhanced stabilities.

• The water effects on carbon dioxide adsorption is much smaller for HKUST-1 and Ni/DOBDC compared with some benchmark zeolites. However, more work is still needed to diminish the water adsorption in MOFs. Non-polar substances can be used to cover the unsaturated metal centers (UMCs) in these MOFs to reduce the water adsorption. In addition, some other post-synthesis research may help to tailor the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of MOFs. Organic ligands can be modified with some functional groups which can be activated after synthesis to modify the surface hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of MOFs.

• The crystal structures of the DOBDC series of MOFs have UMCs which can lead to strong adsorption of gas molecules. Study of gas molecules besides carbon dioxide adsorbed in the DOBDC series of MOFs could be very interesting. Promising candidates for adsorbates include carbon monoxide, ammonia, and nitric oxide.
Thermodynamic properties calculation for gas adsorbed in carbon nanopores

- The LJ potential was used throughout for calculation of the thermodynamic properties for gas adsorption in carbon nanopores. The LJ potential can be replaced by other interaction potentials or combined with other interaction potentials to account for more complex gas adsorption cases, such as polar gas molecules adsorbed in carbon or other materials.

- An accessible pore radius has been proposed for pure gas adsorption in carbon nanopores with different geometries and number of wall layers. It would be interesting to study the accessibility for mixture adsorption and relate the selectivity to the accessible pore radius instead of the pore radius.
APPENDIX A

STABILITY OF MG/DOBDC AND NI/DOBDC

In this appendix, some stability results for Mg/DOBDC and Ni/DOBDC MOFs, which are two promising candidates for CO\textsubscript{2} capture, will be shown in terms of steaming and aging stabilities.

A.1 Steaming effects

According to the results in Chapter 4, the DOBDC series of MOFs are promising for CO\textsubscript{2} capture from flue gas. In order to assess the stability of MOFs as adsorbents for long term usage, steam was used to condition the two DOBDC series MOF samples. Samples were conditioned with 100 °C steam at fixed humidity (5%) for 2h.\textsuperscript{1} CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms were measured and compared for the samples before and after the steaming processes.

The 100 °F CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms for Ni/DOBDC powder before and after 5% steaming are displayed in Fig. A.1. The CO\textsubscript{2} capacities for Ni/DOBDC and Mg/DOBDC before and after 5% steaming are summarized in Table A.1. From Fig. A.1, it is clear that the CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI for the steamed Ni/DOBDC is very close to that of the unsteamed sample. Only a 8.4% loss was found in CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI for the steamed Ni/DOBDC powder as shown in Table A.1.

The 100 °F CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms for Mg/DOBDC before and after 5% steaming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>(n_{CO_2}@POI) before steaming</th>
<th>(n_{CO_2}@POI) after steaming</th>
<th>(n_{CO_2}@POI) loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC p</td>
<td>2.98 mol/kg</td>
<td>2.73 mol/kg</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg/DOBDC p</td>
<td>4.93 mol/kg</td>
<td>2.41 mol/kg</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p denotes powder.
Figure A.1: CO$_2$ isotherms at 100 °F for Ni/DOBDC powder before and after 5% steaming for 4h.
Figure A.2: CO$_2$ isotherms at 100 °F for Mg/DOBDC powder before and after 5% steaming for 4h.
are displayed in Fig. A.2. In contrast to Ni/DOBDC, Mg/DOBDC lost a significant amount of CO\textsubscript{2} capacity after the 5\% steaming process. As shown in Table A.1, a 51.1\% loss was found in the CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI for the steamed Mg/DOBDC. Mg/DOBDC has much higher CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI than Ni/DOBDC before steaming. However, the Ni/DOBDC has a higher CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI than Mg/DOBDC after steaming. Therefore, Ni/DOBDC is more stable because it retains its CO\textsubscript{2} capacity better after steaming. A molecular simulation study may help to understand the metal substitution effect.

A.2 Aging effects

Besides the impact on CO\textsubscript{2} capacity caused by steaming, we checked to determine if the two DOBDC series MOFs will lose CO\textsubscript{2} capacity over time with storage. We measured the CO\textsubscript{2} isotherm again for the 2008 Ni/DOBDC sample sent to us by UOP in 2010. The aging effect results for 2008 Ni/DOBDC powder are shown in Fig. A.3. The results show that the 2008 Ni/DOBDC maintains its CO\textsubscript{2} capacity, which is about 3.1 mol/kg at the POI, after being stored in a container for about two years. We also measured the CO\textsubscript{2} isotherm again for the 2009 Mg/DOBDC sample in 2010. The 100 °F CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms for the fresh and the aged Mg/DOBDC are compared in Fig. A.4. It is clear that the CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI for aged Mg/DOBDC decreased by about 22.6\% compared with the fresh sample, even though the sample had been sealed in its original container and stored inside a desiccator. A longer storage time may cause an even larger relative decrease in CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI for the Mg/DOBDC.

Based on our experimental work, we believe that Ni/DOBDC is more stable than Mg/DOBDC although it has a lower CO\textsubscript{2} capacity at the POI. The overall stability of the DOBDC series of MOFs does not appear to be as good as many of the zeolites.
Figure A.3: CO$_2$ isotherms at 100 °F for fresh Ni/DOBDC powder and aged sample.
Figure A.4: CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms at 100 °F for fresh Mg/DOBDC powder and aged sample.
APPENDIX B

PYRIDINE MODIFICATION OF NI/DOBDC

This appendix describes the modification of Ni/DOBDC with pyridine molecules in order to change the hydrophilic surface into a more hydrophobic surface. Ni/DOBDC has a high carbon dioxide capacity at the POI because of the unsaturated metal centers (UMCs), which interact strongly with water molecules. The idea here is to try to cover the polar UMCs with hydrophobic pyridine molecules to reduce water adsorption.

B.1 Pyridine modification and sample characterization

The regular Ni/DOBDC was sent to us by UOP in 2009. The pyridine modification procedure was adopted from the literature.\textsuperscript{1,2} 0.8 g of Ni/DOBDC was added to a mixed solvent composed of 48 ml chloroform and 16 ml pyridine. The mixed solution then was stirred for 3 h and then let stand for 24 h in a chemical hood to synthesize the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC. The as-synthesized sample was filtered and dried in the hood under ambient condition for later use.

The BET surface areas and pore volumes for the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC and unmodified Ni/DOBDC are summarized in Table B.1. Both samples were regenerated at 100 °C for 24 h before measurement. It is clear that the BET surface area decreased from 798 m\textsuperscript{2}/g to 409 m\textsuperscript{2}/g before and after modification. The pore volume also decreases from regular Ni/DOBDC to pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC. The decrease in surface area and pore volume may due to the blocking of pores by pyridine molecules and possibly chloroform molecules.
Table B.1: BET surface areas and porosities for Ni/DOBDC and pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>BET surface area (m²/g)</th>
<th>Pore volume (cc/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni/DOBDC</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Py-Ni/DOBDC</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.2 Water and carbon dioxide adsorption for pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC

Carbon dioxide and water adsorption isotherms at room temperature were measured for the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC. The results are compared with those of the regular Ni/DOBDC in Fig. B.1 and Fig. B.2. Both the pyridine-modified and the regular sample were regenerated at 150 °C for 12 h before isotherm measurement. In Fig. B.1, the CO₂ capacity at 0.1 atm for pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC is about 1.64 mol/kg which is 40% less than that of the regular Ni/DOBDC. This capacity loss may be caused by the decreased surface area for the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC. In Fig. B.2, it is clear that the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC adsorbs much less water than the regular Ni/DOBDC. This can be explained by the increased hydrophobicity of the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC surface or the decreased surface area and pore volume. Therefore, in order to understand whether the pyridine modification can further reduce the water effect on the CO₂ adsorption in Ni/DOBDC, CO₂/H₂O mixture adsorption was studied.

The CO₂ isotherms at 25 °C for pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC with different amounts of preloaded water are shown as Fig. B.3. Similar to the regular Ni/DOBDC, the CO₂ capacity at 0.1 atm decreased with the increase of preloaded water. However, we noticed that the CO₂ capacities at 0.1 atm for pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC with 3.4 mol/kg and 10.0 mol/kg preloaded water are very close. This is because water adsorption in pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC increased at a slower rate from 3.4 to 10.0 mol/kg than initially as shown in Fig. B.2. More importantly, the pyridine-
Figure B.1: CO$_2$ isotherms at 25 °C for Ni/DOBDC and pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC.
Figure B.2: $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ isotherms at 25 °C for Ni/DOBDC and pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC.
modified Ni/DOBDC was not at saturated with water as the regular Ni/DOBDC in the RH range from 10%-45%.

Enhancement in CO$_2$/N$_2$ selectivity has been found for a pyridine derivative modified MOF.$^2$ In this research, selectivities between water and carbon dioxide at 25 °C and 0.1 atm were calculated and compared for regular Ni/DOBDC and pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC following the equation

$$S_{\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{CO}_2} = \frac{n_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}}{P_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}}/\frac{n_{\text{CO}_2}}{P_{\text{CO}_2}}$$

(2.1)

Considering the case of preloaded water at 10 mol/kg, the selectivity between water and carbon dioxide for regular Ni/DOBDC is 5260 while the selectivity between water and carbon dioxide for pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC is 206. In addition, let us assume that a mixed gas of carbon dioxide and water with a relative humidity (RH) of 45% was flowed through an adsorption bed containing regular Ni/DOBDC or pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC. The CO$_2$ capacities at 0.1 atm for regular Ni/DOBDC and pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC are 0.10 mol/kg$^3$ and 0.23 mol/kg, respectively. Thus, although the loadings are fairly low, the pyridine-modified material actually has approximately double the CO$_2$ capacity at the same relative humidity.

In conclusion, the pyridine modification decreased the surface area and pore volume of the regular Ni/DOBDC. With no preloaded water, the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC has a smaller CO$_2$ capacity at 0.1 atm than the unmodified Ni/DOBDC and adsorbs less water compared with the unmodified sample. The selectivity between water and carbon dioxide decreases dramatically for the pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC compared with the regular Ni/DOBDC. In addition, the CO$_2$ capacities for Ni/DOBDC at 0.1 atm and 45% RH were found to increase from 0.10 mol/kg to 0.23 mol/kg after pyridine modification.
Figure B.3: CO\textsubscript{2} isotherms at 25 °C for pyridine-modified Ni/DOBDC with different amount of preloaded water.
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